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ABSTRACT

Interaction with interactive systems mostly relies on command selection, en-abling users to specify their intentions to the system. This habilitationmanuscriptdiscusses the design of command selection techniques on desktop and touch-based computers, which today require far toomuch fromusers: to knowwhatthey can do, to know how it can be done, and to improve by themselves ondoing it. I argue for a design of Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) that wouldrely more on users’ recognition skills than their explicit memorization and re-call skills. I present first the work I have conducted on the transition betweena recognition-based method (e.g. selecting using a pointer in a menu) and arecall-based interaction mode (e.g. keyboard shortcuts) and reflect on howit might not be possible to perfect it. Therefore, I then explore whether it ispossible to design highly efficient techniques with which users can still relyon recall whenever they want. Finally, I present work conducted on how GUIscould be refined to help uses discover that they can use certain input modal-ities with interactive systems.
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“Only one thing makes a dream impossible to achieve: the fear of failure”— Paulo Coelho

“Fear of failure is a poor reason not to try”— Poke
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1I NTRODUCT ION

Interaction with the computing systems that were introduced in the previouscentury strongly differ from how one can interact with a computer today. In-deed, when computers appeared around the time of the Second World War,they relied on an interaction paradigm inherited from, or to the least stronglyinfluenced by, existing technologies that were used at the time for communi-cation between humans: punch card machines and teletypes. Using the tele-type, the operator could simply type in a line of text in the system console andthen hit the return key to send that line to the computer. While not yet namedthat way, this interaction paradigm corresponded to a Command Line Inter-face (CLI), a type of user interface that processes commands to a computerprogram in the form of lines of specifically structured text inputs.While extremely used at that time, CLIs suffered, and still do, from poor ac-cessibility and usability [104], and require users to know beforehand the tex-tual language required to communicatewith the system. As a result, CLIs havevery quickly been challenged by Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), an other in-teraction paradigm relying mostly on visual presentation of interaction possi-bilities. By using graphical components displayed on-screen, it makes it possi-ble for users to visually inspect the interface in order to recognize the con-trols they might want to interact with. Since then, CLIs and GUIs have co-habited to some extent in almost every major computing system, from desk-top computer to touch-based devices, opposing two very distinct interactionparadigms: interaction techniques like CLIs that requires user to recall whatactions are possible and how to perform them; and GUIs that rely on visualrecognition to expose interaction possibilities and mediate user interaction.Graphical User Interfaces have howevermediatedmost interactions betweenusers and computing systems since. The success of GUIs can be easily ex-plained by their direct support for users that are unfamiliar with the inter-face, as they can rely on visual search and direct manipulation1 mechanismsto browse and interact with an interface they never interacted with. It is how-ever often admitted, that what makes GUIs so great tends also to limit howperformant users can be with these interfaces [106]. The simple task of se-lecting a command in a menubar is symptomatic of this situation. Even when
1 in the sense of Ben Shneiderman [110]
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2 introduction

familiar with the interface, themechanic of pointing is limited by a certain capof performance corresponding to the user performance limit to operate thepointing device for that specific sequence of pointing actions [106]. In order toovercome this performance limit, alternative and theoretically more efficientmethods have been proposed. For instance, in the context of command se-lection, keyboard shortcuts [16] allow a wide range of commands, each to beselected by holding one or more modifier keys (e.g. Ctrl, Alt, etc.) and subse-quently hitting the key associated with the command (called a hotkey). Thistype of interaction method allow high performance ceilings but require usersto have seen and memorized, beforehand, the corresponding key combina-tion, thus coming back to an interaction paradigm less accessible and relyingon recall.These two paradigms have long been opposed and as a result, have im-pactedhowuser interfaceswere designed since the 1980s. Typically, the above-mentioned example of keyboard shortcuts suggest that they might be recall-based “by nature”, that is that they necessarily have to be seen and mem-orized beforehand, while they are actually recall-based “by design”: is thereany reason to require users to have to know the corresponding shortcut be-forehand? Is it really impossible to provide a rapid command selection mech-anism while still allowing users to mostly rely on visual inspection of the inter-face? Overall, my position on this question is that Interactive Systems still asktoo much from the user, especially in terms of what they have to know andremember the interface offers.In this document, I will report on my work conducted on recognition andrecall based interaction techniques, mostly in the context of command selec-tion.In the first chapter, I will present work conducted on the transition fromrecognition-based to recall-based interactionmodes, also known as the inter-modal transition [36,79,106]. Two major problems arise from the intermodaltransition. On one hand, a performance dip problem that occurs at the time ofthe transition [106], which is a temporary yet significant possible loss of perfor-mance resulting from the efforts needed to learn the “shortcut” method. Onthe other hand, regardless of the magnitude of the performance dip, transi-tioning to the best interaction technique will always require the user to de-cide at some point to switch to this novel interaction method. Therefore, Iwill first present a work focused on trying to encourage and accelerate thistransition [HDR11]. Then, I will insist about the necessity to “recall”, and de-scribe work that “facilitate” this recall [HDR13], or try to alleviate recall difficul-ties [HDR5].
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The intermodal transition issue and the above-mentioned two problemsironically yield from the fact that two modes co-exist: one based on recogni-tion, one based on recall. These modes co-exist allegedly because it is oftenstated that interaction based on recognition cannot be of high efficiency, thatis that it does not offer a high performance ceiling [67]. I will thus present inthe second chapter work that I conducted on the design of recognition-basedinteraction mechanisms, that is they natively display information to guideusers’ interaction, while yet efficient. More interestingly, these techniques donot rely on explicit learning and recall from the user. I will present variants ofsuch techniques for selecting commands via keyboard shortcuts on a desk-top [HDR4,HDR10] but also on touch-based devices [HDR2,HDR3], as well asadapted to a famous unidirectional gesture-based menu system known asmarking menu [HDR7].In the third chapter, I reflect on the importance of making interaction pos-sibilities visible and recognizable, regardless of their efficiency, in order tomaximize the odds that they will be discovered by the users [77]. In otherwords, this means that the interface and interactive systems should be de-signed to communicate efficiently and effectively to users their underlying de-sign intent and interactive principles [42]. In that respect, I will first presenta work that explored how the design of the GUI could communicate force-based text selection input on a touch-based device [HDR6]. I will then presenta study conducted in which we explored how different graphical designs ofa simple button could communicate different in-place touch inputs, single fin-ger contacts that do not move across the surface such as dwell, double-tap orforcepress [HDR9]. Finally, I will present a work exploring how single-handedmicrogestures could be visually and intelligibly presented to the user [HDR8].Finally, I will conclude this manuscript by reflecting on why, in my humbleopinion, interactive systems are simply asking too much from the user byrequiring them to discover what is hidden and remember how to operateefficiently the systems, while their GUIs could be designed to encompass thisinformation and visually convey them to the user.





2RECOGN I T ION VS RECALL : THE CASE OF THE INTERMODALTRANS I T ION

2.1 THE INTERMODAL TRANSITION FRAMEWORK

Similarly to any activity, interacting with an interactive system requires theacquisition of certain skills. Overall, skill acquisition (or performance level im-provement) is complex, and far from being perfectly understood [50,96, 107].It has, however, often been simplified as being correlated with practice, withperformance level over time that tends to follow a power function known asthe power law of practice [91,113,114]. Basically, whether we’re learning to playpiano or tennis, performance improves over time, and moves from what wewould call a novice level to an intermediate one, until ultimately becomingexpert, where performance barely improves anymore.But skill acquisition is not always that simple as it is often the result of se-quences of different skill acquisition [46,50, 116]. A good use case to illustratethis is to look at learning how to ride a bicycle. A common approach to teachhow to ride a bicycle is to add training wheels at the back of the bicycle forstability, so the learner, most of the time a child, can pedal, steer, get used tothe bicycle, and becomemore confident on it. However, these trainingwheels,that provide support, also limit performance while cycling. For example, it isimpossible to tilt a bicycle equipped with training wheels, thus making it diffi-cult to learn that a bicycle must lean in order tomaintain balance in a turn. Tothe contrary, when equippedwith trainingwheels, the balance of the bicycle isalmost exclusively maintained by the training wheels themselves. Therefore,the child becomes an expert at cycling with the training wheels, but reaches arelatively low cap of performance at cycling.In order to improve further, training wheels have to be removed at somepoint. Removing the training wheels leads to a different problem: the learnerhas not improved at all on one of the most important aspect of cycling, whichis that velocity creates a gyroscopic force that plays a significant role in stabi-lizing the now bicycle. As a result, removing the training wheels significantlyimpacts user experience with it, and may imply a temporary, but substantial,reduction in performance, a ’performance dip’ (Figure 2.1), that is likely to en-courage the learner to want the training wheels back and refuse to try again
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6 recognition vs recall: the case of the intermodal transition

without them. In addition, it is important to note that the decision of remov-ing the training wheels is often made by the parents, not the child. Withoutan explicit decision from the parent, the child would probably continue to relyon these training wheels.
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Practice

Performance dip

Figure 2.1: Characterization of a learner’s performance when practicing cycling withtraining wheels, and then transitioning to cycling without the trainingwheels.
Douglas Engelbart frequently opposed a tricycle and a bicycle to illustratethe difference between the ease of use and the high-performance: a tricycleis easy to use, but requires efforts to travel even a short distance, while thebicycle requires more skill and practice, but with an effort-to-performanceratio that is dramatically higher [1].Coming back to interactive systems, a parallel can be made between theabove-mentionedphenomenonof learning cycling and interactingwithGraph-ical User Interfaces. The simple task of selecting a command in a menubaris a great example. Unfamiliar users will browse the menu using the mousepointer, visually inspect the interface to search and locate the target com-mands, and click to activate them.Once familiar with the interface, users havebuilt their spatial memory of the interface and know where the interestingcommands are located. They can directly move the pointer on them withouthaving to visually inspect the interface and search for the commands, andare still able to visually confirm that the location is correct. The mechanic ofpointing is however limited to a relatively lowperformance cap, resulting from



2.1 the intermodal transition framework 7

humans’ biomechanics limit when operating the mouse pointer. In order toovercome this performance cap in the context of command selection, alterna-tive and theoretically more efficient methods have been proposed. Keyboardshortcuts [16] are an example of such method. They allow a wide range ofcommands, each to be selected by holding one or more modifier keys andsubsequently hitting the key associated with the command (the hotkey). Key-board shortcuts allow a theoretical higher performance ceiling but requireusers to have seen beforehand and memorized the corresponding key com-bination.In the end, in the context of desktop command selection, that is of mouse-based and hotkey command selections, the user is confronted to two distinctmethods of command selection that simply oppose two philosophies of howone could interact with a system. The first is that GUIs are great because theyare “recognizable”, easy to discover, and efficient when interacting with an un-familiar interface but performancewith them is however limited to a relativelylow ceiling. The second is that shortcuts can be used by “recalling” specific ac-tions in order to more rapidly interact with the system. While less accessible,this is theoretically faster in execution, the word shortcut itself implicitly re-minding that conventional GUIs relying on recognition are less efficient anddo not offer the same performance ceiling.

Second method
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Ultimate
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Figure 2.2: Characterization of the intermodal transition fromonemethod (e.g. select-ing a command by pointing its corresponding item in a menubar) to a sec-ond one more efficient (e.g. selecting it using its keyboard shortcut) [106]



8 recognition vs recall: the case of the intermodal transition

Many interfaces support more than one interaction method for perform-ing the same operation, and once a user approaches their performance limitwith one method, performance improvement inevitably will require shiftingto another method that offers a higher performance ceiling. In the context ofcommand selection, the transition from pointer-based command selection toshortcut based command selection has been characterized in the intermodaltransition framework illustrated Figure 2.2 introduced by Scarr et al. [106],a framework similar to the bicycle example detailed above. Basically, usersprogress with pointer-based selection until a certain point where they maydecide (or not) to switch to a shortcut-based command selection mechanism.The transition from the pointer- to the shortcut-based mechanism implies aperformance dip that might be the result of various factors, such as recalltime or cost of errors. Research investigating this intermodal transition canbe organized around twomajor axes: How to encourage users to switch to themost efficient method? How to minimize performance dip when that switchhappens?In this chapter, I will first detail a work I conducted on how reflective inter-face could encourage the transition to a more efficient method. I will thenpresent a project in which we designed a gestural command selection tech-nique that aimed to facilitate the memorization and recall of the shortcuts.Finally, I will present a work in which we tried to minimize the risks of errorswhen transitioning.
2.2 BACKGROUND

2.2.1 Encouraging the transition
In spite of the existence of shortcut methods that support a higher perfor-mance cap, users do not always make the decision to switch to this moreefficient alternative [70, 112]. Several reasons can explain why users do notswitch.A first reason might simply be that users are not aware of this most effi-cient method. Indeed, as an example, previous research conducted on theadoption of keyboard shortcuts suggests that labels displayed in drop downmenus might frequently be ignored by users [51]. In order to overcome thisproblem, several projects explored the use of feedback after command selec-tion that would purposely emphasize hotkey existence. Krisler and Alterman’sHotKeyCoach [65], which pops up a window that displays the correspondinghotkey and need to be explicitly dismissed every time the user selected a
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command with the mouse, showed improved hotkey usage over time. Sim-ilarly, one of the most efficient method tested in Grossman et al.’s study onstrategies for accelerating hotkey adoption [51] was Audio feedback, anotherfeedback-based approach where both the command and hotkey are playedusing speech feedback when a command is selected using themouse. Finally,the Blur interface [106] relies on what the authors call calm notifications, atransitory feedback revealing the command that is equivalent to each mouseinitiated action. These projects all demonstrated that feedback provided aftercommand selection with the theoretically less efficient modality, and empha-sizing the theoretically more efficient one, increased usage of the efficientcommand selection method but do not guarantee adoption.Indeed, another possible reason for users to not switchmight however sim-ply be that they opt to “satisfice” [112] with the interaction method they havebeen practicing with, often for a long time. The word satisficing is a portman-teau of satisfy and suffice, that more generally describes a decision-makingstrategy where users stick with strategies that offer a suboptimal, yet wellknown, result that reach an acceptability threshold. This is possibly why intheir framework of interface expertise, Scarr et al. [106] insist that users’ per-ception of a modality’s efficiency is a critical factor influencing their decisionof whether to use a modality. However, we know that a user’s perception ofperformance is often unreliable [40]. Typically, in the context of command se-lection, several studies have shown that hotkeys offer a higher performanceceiling than mouse selection [70, 95], yet Tak et al. found that some partic-ipants failed to use hotkeys they already knew because they believed themouse-based alternative, in their case toolbar buttons, to be faster [115].Motivation also may play a critical role in the adoption of the most efficientinput method. Interestingly, however, Tak et al. also found that an increasedlevel of time pressure did not lead to increased hotkey use [115], suggestingthat workload alone is not sufficient to encourage adoption of more efficientmethods. This might be the result of the “Paradox of the active user” [25],a concept developed by Caroll and Rosson suggesting that users might betoo engaged in their primary task to decide to dedicate cognitive effort intolearning more efficient ways to accomplish that task. That being said, severalstudies suggest that social influence might trigger alternative behavior fromthe users. Typically, Banovic et al. [18] showed that it was a significant factorin encouraging tool palette customization, while Peres et al. [97] found thatusers were more likely to use keyboard shortcuts if they worked with otherswho do.Finally, switching and adopting the recall-based mode of a technique re-quires users who are still in the associative phase of learning to ’launch out’
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and trust theirmemory. However, the less practiced is the user, themore theyare likely to make errors (e.g. by recalling an incorrect key combination in thecase of keyboard shortcuts). Although recall errors are part of any memory-based learning process, the relative perceived cost of these errors canpresenta major barrier to development of expertise with any type of user interface.Many people are averse to making errors, especially when the cost of theerror is high (e.g. performing the +Q keyboard shortcut that quits an appli-cation instead of +A that is used for the “select all” command). And even ifthe consequences of an error are not that important, users are likely to havea perception of the cost of its error that is much higher than the reality be-cause of a negativity bias in which “negatives loom larger than positives” [64].Therefore, the risk-taking approach required to switch combinedwith the per-ceived cost of potential error are likely to increase users perception of theperformance dip occurring when switching.
2.2.2 Minimizing performance dip
The performance dip of switching can be of diverse magnitude and is im-pacted by various factors. In the case of the transition from mouse-basedto hotkey command selection in desktop computer environments, the tran-sition requires to a) memorize the corresponding hotkey (which can requiresignificant recall time but also cause errors) and b) use a different input devicewhich requires users to practice the typing of the key combination [16,51].
2.2.2.1 Mnemonic mappings
A method to alleviate the associated cost of having to transition to a secondmodality is to rely on a mnemonic mapping between the first and the secondmodality. Semantically speaking, a mnemonic mapping is a mapping that ismeant to “aid one’s memory”1. In practice, this aid can be of diverse nature.Typically, in the context of keyboard shortcuts and already deployed in com-mercial system, it can be a key combination that relies on a character thatis supposedly easier to memorize for the user such as the first letter of thecommand name (e.g. S for Save, C for Copy, P for Print or F for Find). In thecontext of gestural shortcut, it can be a symbol in line with the effect of thecommand, for instance using a star symbol to set an item as a favorite. Un-fortunately, using a mnemonic mapping is not a safe-for-all solution as it still,in the end, relies on recall. Moreover, a given mapping cannot be applied to

1 https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/mnemonical
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all commands since only a limited number of characters or symbols are avail-able. As such, collisions are swiftly encountered when the set of commands isvery large. It is thus required to use characters or symbols that do not rely onobvious mnemonics (e.g. X associated with Cut since C is already associatedwith Copy) or require pressing additional modifier keys (e.g. + +F for “Findin File”) making the execution of the shortcut more complicated and poten-tially slower.
2.2.2.2 Principle of rehearsal
Another method to minimize the performance dip can be found in the princi-ple of rehearsal that characterize rehearasal-based interfaces. The principleof rehearsal was defined by Gordon Kurtenbach as the fact that “guidanceshould be a physical rehearsal of the way an expert would issue a command” [67].This principle of rehearsal is at the design core of Marking Menus [66,67], acommand selection technique that relies on gestural interaction, as opposedto pointing operations in conventional GUIs. MarkingMenus are radialmenusthat allow the user to select a command by “making a mark” in the directionof the desired menu item. These menus rely on two main modes of interac-tion. The first, called themenumode (sometimes novicemode), supports com-mand selection by pressing and holding down an input device (e.g. a mousebutton), waiting for a certain delay for the menu to display (called press-and-wait), dragging the pointer in the direction of the desired command until be-ing over it, and finally releasing the input device to activate the command.The second mode, called themarkmode (sometimes expert mode), supportscommand selection by directly drawing the mark corresponding to the de-sired command, without waiting for the menu to appear on-screen.Because physical operations are similar in both modes, this design facili-tates a “smooth” transition from menu to mark mode by simply repeatingcommand selections – implementing the principle of “rehearsal”. In otherwords, even though it relies on directional gestures that do not necessarilyleverage any specific mnemonic mapping, users “rehearse” command selec-tion inmarkmode by repeatedly selecting commands inmenumode. Indeed,commands are selected using almost the same physical actions (a directionalgesture) but with different dynamics, that is not waiting at the beginning inthe case of mark mode at the cost of not having the visual aid. The princi-ple of rehearsal might facilitate the intermodal transition, and thus reducethe corresponding performance dip, but users still need to memorize thecorresponding gesture when selecting command without a visual aid. Thesemarkingmenus were therefore not error-friendly as the user could not reveal
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the menu once entered in mark mode. Kurtenbach’s proposed solution wasto introduce a mark confirmation mode (sometimes intermediate mode) [67],where the user can dwell for a predetermined delay after having begun thegesture and switch back tomenumode— thus displaying themenuon screenand allowing re-selection or a cancellation.Marking menus have inspired a large body of related research [15, 47, 100,122–124]. They also inspired the design of different command selection tech-niques implementing the principle of rehearsal (Rehearsal-Based Interfaces,or RBIs).A notorious example is Octopus [19], that can be seen as a variant of Mark-ing Menus. It is also a unistroke-gesture command selection mechanism us-ing a delay as mode delimiter. That is, if users dwell for a certain time, themenu appears, but if they already know the gesture corresponding to the de-sired command, they can execute it directly. However, Octopocus supportsarbitrary unistroke gestures, not only directional ones, and assist users in se-lecting these gestures via a guidance system in menu mode which continu-ously updates the elements of the menu that are displayed to progressivelyhide the ones that do not correspond to the gesture being performed.Platform specific RBIs were also proposed. This is the case of MarkPad [48]and InOutPad [20], command selection techniques for trackpads that imple-ment the principle of rehearsal, utilizing a delay prior to displaying the menuinterface. A notorious example for touch-based handheld devices is FastTap[54], a command selection technique that displays commands in a spatially-stable grid-based overlay interface. Users can display the interface grid bydwelling on a button located in the bottom left corner of the screen and se-lect a command by tapping an element of the grid without releasing the firstfinger. In the end, selecting a commandwith FastTap corresponds to performa chord gesture on the touchscreen. Therefore, once the command locationis known and memorized, users can select commands by performing a two-finger tap on the touch-screen. Finally, rehearsal-based command selectiontechniques for larger touch-based devices, such as tabletops [13, 49, 72] orinteractive walls [52], have also been proposed.Marking Menus have been highly influential since their introduction, andthe principle of rehearsal has been replicated in many interaction techniquesin the last 25 years, too many to detail them all [13–15,47,72, 100, 122–124].
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2.3 SKILLOMETERS: REFLECTIVE WIDGETS THAT MOTIVATE AND HELP
USERS TO IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

In the context of intermodal transition, it is not unreasonable for some usersto not adopt the allegedly more efficient method. Indeed, adopting this novelinteraction modality can require a significant investment of time and effort,that may overweight the potential efficiency gains. Given that the users haveno way of estimating these associated costs and benefits, one should not beexpected to switch. In the end, it is often users’ perception of the novel interac-tion modality that matters [106], rather than its actual properties. Therefore,if a system could inform the user about the benefits of adopting a newmech-anism or strategy, they might be more inclined to do so.During my post-doctoral contract in New Zealand working with Prof. AndyCockburn and collaborating with his PhD Student at the time Joey Scarr, withProf. Carl Gutwin and with Dr Tovi Grossman, we investigated the use of re-flective interfaces that could be used to encourage users to improve theirinteraction performance. More precisely we introduced the generic conceptof Skillometers, graphical widgets designed to accelerate the development ofUI expertise by allowing users to visualize their performance.We defined a Skillometer as a reflective widget that is designed to motivateand help the user increase their level of performance with an interface, andsupporting them in understanding meta-aspects of their interaction (meta-level aspects concerning not only the user’s level of performance, but alsoothers aspects such as the task strategy or how performance could be im-proved). In that sense, Skillometers are a generic type of widgets, that canbe targeted at several distinct domains of user performance when interac-tion with an interactive system: Intramodal improvement (progression withone single modality), Intermodal improvement, Vocabulary Extension (rais-ing awareness of available functionalities), and Strategic Improvement (helpuser to optimize their sequence of actions in order to complete a task, laterrenamed as Task Mapping in [36]).Regardless of the targeted domain, there are four sub-goals that apply tothe user interface of a Skillometer:
1. Clearly communicate to the user that their performance can be improved
2. Provide specific guidance about how that improvement could take place
3. Motivate the user to improve (using social influence, gamification, etc.)
4. Aim to provide information when it is most useful to the user, while stillminimizing disruption of the user’s normal workflow
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Figure 2.3: The visual design of the HotkeySkillometer (with A, B and C overlays forillustration purpose). Zone A shows a bar chart that shows the time takento select themost recent commands. The height of the bar is proportionalto the estimated command selection time, while its color depends on themodality used (red for mouse, green for keyboard shortcut). Each bar isoverlaid with the name of the command and corresponding keyboardshortcut. Zone B showsmotivational text with an estimation of howmuchtime could have been saved by usingmore keyboard shortcuts (hotkeys onthe figure). Zone C shows a meter that grades user’s performance basedon the modality used for last command selections.

The research publication accompanying the Skillometers project [HDR11]elaborates further the research domains a skillometer can apply to, as wellas the different sub-goals of a skillometer. I invite the reader to refer to thispublication if details are desired. In the following, I describe a specific instanceof skillometer: the HotkeySkillometer.
2.3.1 HotkeySkillometer: a skillometer for promoting hotkey use
The HotkeySkillometer was designed, implemented and evaluated with themotivation of encouraging the intermodal transition in the context of desk-top command selection. The main goal of the HotkeySkillometer was to mo-tivate and assist users in transitioning from mouse-driven interaction meth-ods (menu and toolbar selections) to keyboard shortcuts. More precisely, theHotkeySkillomoter monitors users’ interactions with traditional WIMP appli-
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cations, analyzing and depicting their level of performance, and displayingalternative and faster keyboard shortcut methods for executing commandswhenever they are available. Its display consists of three parts, labelled A, B,and C in the figure 2.3.Part A (left of Figure 2.3) uses a bar chart to show an estimation of the timetaken to select each of the six most recently selected commands. When anew command is selected, an animation slides a new bar item into the view,scrolling all other items leftwards. Each bar is colored depending on the se-lection modality (red for mouse, green for keyboard shortcut), and an iconbelow each bar also depicts the modality that was used. Additionally, eachbar is overlaid with a text displaying the name of the command and its corre-sponding keyboard shortcut.Part B (bottom of Figure 2.3) shows a motivational text advising the userthat keyboard shortcut selections are faster. It also estimates, across the past6 selections, how much time could have been saved if the selections wereperformed with keyboard shortcuts instead of the mouse.Part C (right of Figure 2.3) is a meter that grades the user’s performancebased on the modality used for the last 6 command selections – if all selec-tions were made with keyboard shortcuts, the slider will be at the ‘Superstar’end; if all selections were made using the mouse, it will be at the ‘Slowpoke’end.By default, the HotkeySkillometer is a transient window located at the bot-tom right of the display. As soon as the user selects a command or pressesthe key, the window fades-in and remains until the user stops selectingcommands. If the mouse pointer moves over the HotkeySkillometer, it fades-out revealing the widgets beneath it, enabling the user to interact with theseunderlying widgets.More details about the implementation of the HotkeySkillometer can befound in the associated research paper [HDR11].
2.3.2 Evaluating the HotkeySkillometer
We conducted a laboratory study in order to better understand the impact ofthe HotkeySkillometer on adopting keyboard shortcuts. 24 participants wererecruited from the University of Cantebury (20 male, 4 female). The experi-ment was performed on an Apple Macbook Pro running Mac OS 10.8, con-nected to a 24” external display running at 1920×1080 pixels that was usedto display the experimental interface. Interaction was performed with a stan-dard mouse and QWERTY keyboard.
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The experimental task was conducted using Apple Keynote (with modifiedkeyboard shortcuts) and a between-subject design with half of the partici-pants having access to the HotkeySkillometer and the other half not (Con-trol condition). Participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to either the Skil-lometer or control condition. They were then introduced to the Keynote soft-ware and to the experimental procedure, which consisted in performing se-quences of requested formatting commands on a Keynote slide (10 repeti-tions of 8 commands each, for a total of 80 commands per participants), thenselecting the ‘next slide’ command. Participants were instructed to performthese sequences of command selection as accurately and quickly as possi-ble. In the Skillometer condition, participants were additionally given a briefdescription of the skillometer prior to the experiment. This description ex-plained the visual presentation of parts A, B, and C shown in Figure 2.3 butnot mentioning its overall goal in order to reduce the risk of introducing bias.Participants in both conditions were informed that keyboard shortcuts ex-isted for all requested commands (with labels shown next to menu items).The whole experiment took participants 15 minutes on average.The main goal of this study was to observe the impact of the HotkeySkil-lometer on keyboard shortcut usage, with our main dependent variables be-ing the proportion of keyboard shortcut use measured as the proportion ofcorrect command selection performed using a hotkey out of all the correctcommand selections. Figure 2.4 shows the proportion of command selectionscompleted using keyboard shortcuts (Hotkey on the figure) for the control(left) and HotkeySkillometer (right) conditions across the ten repetitions. WithHotkeySkillometer, the mean rate of keyboard shortcut usage across all rep-etitions was 50% compared to 28% for the control condition, giving a signifi-cant main effect of the interface and suggesting that the HotkeySkillometerincreased the proportion of keyboard shortcuts used. There was also a signif-icant interaction effect of Interface×Repetition, with participants making anearlier and more substantial switch to keyboard shortcuts in the HotkeySkil-lometer condition, with 80% of commands completed using keyboard short-cuts by the 10th repetition, compared to 42% in the control condition.Altogether, these results suggest that users quickly learned and usedmorekeyboard shortcuts in a commercial software product when presented withan accompanying skillometer. While extremely encouraging, the HotkeySkil-lometer only encourage users to transition to the second modality, but thetransition and its resulting performance dip remain.
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Figure 2.4: Percentage of selections per modality and per repetition, in both Controland Skillometer conditions

2.4 AUGMENTEDLETTERS: MNEMONIC GESTURE-BASED COMMAND SELEC-
TION

The Marking Menus that were presented in section 2.2.2.2 offer a commandselection method that is well suited to touch-based interaction. However, thenature of their gestures, directional marks, generally requires an arbitrarymapping between the commands and corresponding directions. While direc-tions can be leveraged for some very specific cases (e.g. opposite directionsfor opposite commands such as open/close), users generally have to learnthemappings from scratch. The principle of rehearsal described earlier helpstominimize the performance dip associatedwith the potential recall time anderrors, but it cannot completely compensate for it.During my post-doctoral contract, I remotely worked with my PhD supervi-sor Eric Lecolinet, his new PhD student at the time Quentin Roy, and in col-laboration with Dr. Yves Guiard and Dr. James Eagan. In this project, we inves-tigated how a mnemonic mapping could be reintroduced in gesture-basedmenus such as Marking Menus in order to simplify recall. We proposed theAugmented Letters [HDR13], a new command selection technique where ges-tures consist of the initial of a command name affixed with a directional tail
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to discriminate between several possible commands. The tail can be orientedin up to eight directions, so as to handle conflicts amongst commands thatshare the same initial. The aim behind using the initial of a command nameis to simplify commandmemorization and to reduce the associated cognitiveload. As such, Augmented Letters implement the principle of rehearsal whilealso leveraging a mnemonic mapping to facilitate users’ recall.

Save

Smile

Select

Search

Save

Smile

Select

Search

Figure 2.5: An example of AugmentedLetter that displays 8 possible items after theS unistroke letter has been drawn.

2.4.1 AugmentedLetters
AnAugmentedLetter is a Graffiti-like unistroke letter [28] which is ’augmented’with a directional tail. The letter typically is the initial letter of the associatedcommand, thus allowing a straightforward semantic mapping between thefirst part of the gesture and the command. On the other hand the tail makes itpossible to differentiate between items that start with the same letter, hencehandling name collisions. Up to eight commands can thus be specified withonly one handwritten letter and a directional tail.The augmented letters implement the principle of rehearsal and supporttwo distinct modes of interaction. If the user does not know the gesture asso-ciated with the desired commands, he or she simply draws the first letter ofthe command name andwait for 500ms for amarkingmenu to appear, show-ing the possible tails and the corresponding commands (Figure 2.5). Whenthe user knows the entire augmented letter gesture that corresponds to thedesired command, they can directly trace it without waiting for the menu toappear.An AugmentedLetter can be augmented with a tail that may point in up toeight directions. Thus, it is theoretically possible to define up to 26 × 8 = 208different commands (for the 26 letters of the Latin alphabet and 8 directionaltails). However, there are a few conflicts thatmakes it difficult to disambiguate
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the complete gesture, e.g. a left tailed C is similar to a left tailed G with justthe length of the last segment of the gesture that might differ. We countedabout six of themdepending on the recognizer, leaving 208− 6 = 202 differentcommands.
2.4.2 Studying the impact of AugmentedLetters on recall
In order to assess whether AugmentedLetter can simplify the recall of gestu-ral shortcuts for command selection, we compared the performance of Aug-mentedLetters (AL) relative to Marking Menus (MM) in a laboratory experi-ment. Our experimental protocol (schematized figure 2.6), inspired by previ-ous research on the memorization of gesture-based command selection [19],relied on three repetitions of two blocks: one learning block immediately fol-lowed by one test block. During learning blocks, users could rely on themenumode of both techniques. That is that they could, if they wanted to, dwell andwait for the menu to appear. A test block immediately followed each learningblock. During these test blocks, users had to usemarkmode. Thatmeans thatthey could not reveal the menu and had to recall the gestures from memory.

Technique 1: Training1 Test1 Training2 Test2 Training3 Test3
Technique 2: Training4 Test4 Training5 Test5 Training6 Test6
Figure 2.6: Organization of blocks in the experiment of AugmentedLetters

We recruited 12 participants (aged 21-48, 5 women). They were instructed totry tomemorize asmany gestures as possible. Each trial started by displayingthe nameof the target command at the top of the screen before to let the userattempt to select it, with accessibility to the menu mode or not depending onthe type of block.On average the recall rate for test blocks (Figure 2.7-left) was 24.5 pointshigher with AugmentedLetters (76.6%, 9.2 items) than with MarkingMenusgestures (52.1%, 6.25 items), an effect that was found to be statistically signif-icant.For its part, overall selection time (Figure 2.7-right) was the same in menumode with AugmentedLetters and MarkingMenus (3.80s vs. 3.79s), with nosignificant effect found. This might be surprising given that the symbols todrawwith AugmentedLetters are relatively larger andmore complicated thanthe simple directional gestures fromMarkingMenus. Interestingly, when com-
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Figure 2.7: Left: average recall rate by test block for each technique; Right: averagegesture trial time for each technique, split between recall and gesturetimes

paring reaction time (time between stimulus appearance and the beginningof gesture execution) and gesture execution time, we note that while it tookparticipants significantly more time to execute AugmentedLetters than Mark-ingMenus gestures (1.86s vs. 0.83s), that difference is completely offset by asignificantly shorter reaction time.The latter finding might be the result of two things. First, with Augment-edLetters, users benefitted from the high familiarity of the cognitive path lead-ing from a word, be it a country name or of computer commands, to its cor-responding gesture that starts with the initial letter of the word. Second, theyonly had to recall a single direction for the tail instead of two with Marking-Menus. These two factors altogether probably explain why it was easier (andfaster) to recall gestures with AugmentedLetters.In addition, when looking at data collected during learning blocks whereparticipants were free to use eithermenu ormarkmode, we did observe overthe last two learning blocks that the spontaneous usage of mark mode was22.2 point more frequent with AugmentedLetters (66.0%) than with Marking-Menus (43.8%).Altogether, these results suggest that Augmented Letters help to reducethe performance dip, thanks to an easier recall of command gestures, leadingto fewer errors, at no noticeable speed cost. Moreover, we could observe that
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users were likely to move away earlier frommenu mode as suggested by thehigher spontaneous use of mark mode with AL.
2.5 FASTTAPADJUST: THE IMPACT OF REDUCING ERROR AVERSION ON

RECALL-BASED ADOPTION

In the section 2.2.2.2, we reviewed FastTap [54], a rehearsal-based interfacethat displays a hand-sized grid of items when a dedicated activation button inthe lower left corner is pressed. With FastTap, inexperienced users can selectcommands inmenumode by first pressing the activation button (typically us-ing their thumb), then waiting for a certain delay for themenu interface to ap-pear, and finally tapping on the desired commands with another finger whilestill keeping the activation button pressed. Experienced users on the otherhand can directly select the desired commands in chord mode, by perform-ing the corresponding chord gesture that presses the activation button anddesired command(s) without waiting for the menu interface to appear. TheFastTap interface was extensively investigated, for instance on devices otherthan phones or tablets [20,69]. More interestingly, the learnability and adop-tion rate of chord mode was also investigated in additional projects [53,68].Of particular interest, Gutwin et al. tested the rehearsal hypothesis, that isthat rehearsal suffice to eventually adopt chord mode, in two different appli-cations relying on a FastTap interface [53] and providing different levels of“urgency” (or incentive) to use chord mode. The first application was a gamewhere the player had to ‘slice’ as many elements of different colors as possi-ble in a given time. However, slicing could be performed only if the correctcolor was chosen (through a FastTap interface). As such, there was a highlevel of urgency to use chord mode as when used correctly, it guaranteed toslice more elements which would result in a higher score. The second applica-tion was a simple drawing application that used a FastTap interface to switchbetween tools. Participants were asked to reproduce, using this application,three drawings each week for ten weeks. This time, there was a low level ofurgency to use chordmode as it did not bring any directly quantifiable rewardto the user. The results of Gutwin et al.’s study revealed that while participantsquickly switched to a sustained use of chord mode selections in the game ap-plications, only few users used it in the drawing program, even at the end ofthe ten weeks. Notably, one of the reasons for not switching that participantsreported was the perceived risk of making errors when selecting commandsin chord mode.
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Indeed, the seminal FastTap design activates the selected commands assoon as the second finger enters in contact with the touchscreen [54]. As such,in chord mode, it is impossible for users to visually confirm the commandcorresponding to a certain chord before its activation. Selecting commandsin chord mode thus presented a high risk of error for users as they have toaccurately recall the chord corresponding to the desired command.Interestingly, I alreadymentioned in section 2.2.2.2 that the first descriptionof Kurtenbach’s marking menus also relied on only two modes: menu andmark modes. As such, similarly to FastTap, users could not visually confirmthe command they were about to select when in mark mode. Kurtenbach at-tempted to mitigate this issue by introducing a mark-confirmationmode [67],where a user can dwell for a predetermined delay and switch back to menumode – allowing re-selection or a cancellation. With Alix Goguey, Andy Cock-burn andCarl Gutwin, we decided to investigatewhether a similarmechanismfor FastTap, called FastTapAdjust [HDR5], would assist users in switching to asustained use of chords for selecting commands.
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Figure 2.8: FastTapAdjust. In menu mode, users press the menu button and wait forthe grid to appear, then select a command by tapping on a grid cell whileholding the menu button. In chord mode, users tap the menu buttonand the command’s location with a two-finger chord. Chord-confirmationmode uses the same chord-based invocation, but users can pause anddisplay items around their selection, allowing them to adjust the chordbefore selecting

2.5.1 The FastTapAdjust mechanism
The rationale behind the FastTapAdjust mechanism is to offer an opportunityto users to visually confirm the command they are about to activate whenthis command was initiated in chord mode. For that, instead of activating thecommand as soon as the finger touches down the grid cell corresponding tothat command, the selection happens when the finger lifts off from the sur-
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face. A first difference with the regular FastTap interface here is that user cansee the command that is going to be activated before it is actually activated(Figure 2.8). This provides an additional interaction state in which users canperform adjustments if needed. The command activated becomes the lastgrid cell the finger was in contact with before lift off. Therefore, when a usermakes a two-finger chord in chord mode and then pauses for at least 500msbefore to lift off, an area of the grid under the finger is displayed (Figure 2.8-right). That area could be of different sizes, up to the entire grid of commands.In aniticipation of an error, the user can then adjust the finger position andactivate a different command than what was originally touched. If the fingermoves outside the displayed area, no command is triggered and the grid isfully displayed (essentially defaulting to the menu-mode presentation). This“chord-confirmation” mode allows users to try recall-based chord selection,even when their recall of the grid is still imperfect, and thus at lower risk. Inmenu mode, FastTapAdjust works as a regular FastTap interface, that is, thatthe grid is revealed after the user dwells for a sufficient time (500ms) on theactivation button.Overall, we hypothesized that this chord-confirmation mode would pro-vide users with a smoother skill acquisition when interacting with FastTap,by encouraging them to decrease the use of menu mode earlier in the learn-ing process. In addition, we hypothesized that the additional feedback of thechord-confirmation mode would help to maintain a low error rate, and thatthe reduced number of choices will help to maintain rapid performance thusminimizing performance dip.
2.5.2 Testing the efficiency of FastTapAdjust
We investigated the impact of FastTapAdjust on switching away from menumode in a controlled experiment where participants were asked to selectcommands as quickly and accurately as possible. We compared the originalFastTap (FT ) design [54] to two FastTapAdjust versions (differing in terms ofthe size of the grid that is uncovered): FastTapAdjust with a Moore neighbor-hood (i.e. the 8 surrounding cells, FTA-8), and FastTapAdjust with the full griddisplayed as the neighborhood (FTA-all). For each technique, we tested differ-ent error-cost conditions inducedby thenumber of attempts that participantscould take.We recruited 36 participants (mean age 26 years). The experiment used a3×3×10 hybrid design with Technique (FT, FTA-8 and FTA-all) as a between-subject factor, and MaxAttempts (1-, 2- and 5-tries) and Block (1-10) as within-
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subject factors. Each combination of factors was repeated 24 times. Ourmaindependent variables were command selection time, error rate, and mode us-age.We found no significant effect of Technique on command selection time,thus not finding evidence that introducing the chord-confirmationmodewouldpresent any major barriers to rapid interaction.For its part, error rate was computed as the proportion of trials where par-ticipants failed to activate the correct commandgiven the number of attemptsallowed divided by the total number of trials. Error rates were also relativelylow and similar across the three different techniques, ranging between 4% forFastTap and 2% for the other two techniques. Unsurprisingly, however, errorrates for the different cost conditions weremore variable, with 7% for 1-try, 1%for 2-tries, and 0% for 5-tries. A significant Technique×MaxAttemps interac-tion effect was found illustrating that MaxAttempts impacted differently eachTechnique (see Figure 2.9). Notably, FastTap had a much higher error rate for1-try than FTA-8 and FTA-all, whereas error rates for 2-tries and 5-tries werenot significantly different between the three techniques.
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Figure 2.9: Error rates for FastTap and both FastTapAdjust versions for the threeMax-Attempts conditions
Mode usage was assessed by first categorizing each correct command se-lection as Menu, Confirmation or Chord depending on the mode used to se-lect it. Overall, usage of the menu mode decreased during the entire exper-iment. As shown in Figure 2.10, usage of menu mode decreased from 94%in the first block to 34% in the tenth block for FastTap, from 94% to 31% forFastTapAdjust-8 and from 81% to 21% for FastTapAdjust-all.Our results also suggested that introducing the chord-confirmation modedoes leads to an earlier switch away from use of menumode (see Figure 2.10),that happened around block 2 for FTA-8 and FTA-all, versus between blocks 4and 5 for FT. However, we also observed that the chord-confirmation mode
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drains some selections from the chord mode rather than from the menumode. Looking at the final block for instance, we can see that chord modeusage is above 60% in the FT condition, while it is only about 40% for both ofthe FTA conditions. In the end, while the chord-confirmationmode decreasesthe use of menu mode, it also decreases the use of chord mode, and we stillhave a significant usage of menu-mode in the last block. Interestingly, in bothof the FTA conditions, chord-mode never ends up with the absolute majority,as it never reaches a value higher than 50%.In the end, the chord-confirmation mode was used frequently without im-pacting command selection time, resulting in an earlier switch away frommenu mode. While it failed to help users to completely stop using the menumode, it had the positive impact of reducing error rate in chord-mode com-pared to the conventional FastTap interface when only one attempt was al-lowed. In this way, it facilitates the intermodal transition thanks to an interme-diatemode that users decided to rely on, at no speed cost. On the other hand,since usage of chord-mode was lower with the FTA interfaces than with theconventional FastTap technique, we must note that this confirmation modealso acted as a training wheel on which users might have relied too much.This training wheel, why smoothing the transition, might have the drawbackof slowing it down, raising the question of whether having too many modesmight, in the end, constrain more interaction rather than supporting it.
2.6 LESSONS LEARNED FROM TRYING TO FACILITATE AND ENCOURAGE

THE INTERMODAL TRANSITION

The intermodal transition framework is often referred to when discussingcommand selection andmenu techniques.Main reason is probably that thesetechniques have often been created with the conventional GUI design guide-lines in mind, creating some tension between relying on Recognition ratherthan recall and providing “shortcuts” [89,92,93]. And the intermodal transitionproblem arises from the transition from one recognition based command se-lection mechanism, to a recall-based one.In this chapter, we have summarized projects that were targeted at simpli-fying this transition, which can be approached in two ways: encouraging thistransition and minimizing the associated performance dip. Our first study in-vestigated the potential benefit of the HotkeySkillometer, a reflective widgetdesigned to foster users’ reflection on performance and encourage them toswitch to the shortcut mechanism in the context of desktop command se-lection. The results of a controlled experiment conducted suggest that users
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leveraged the information provided by this skillometer and adopted morerapidly the shortcut mechanism than when the Skillometer was not available.The second project investigated a novel type of gesture-based command se-lection mechanism that introduced a mnemonic mapping in MarkingMenuslike gestural command selection, as an attempt to simplify gesture recall. Theresults suggest indeed an easier recall of command gestures, leading to lesserrors at no speed cost, as well as an earlier switch from menu to gesturemode. The third project investigated the impact of the introduction of a con-firmation mode in the FastTap interface, a rehearsal-based command selec-tion mechanism for touch-based devices. We introduced FastTapAdjust, analteration of the seminal FastTap interface that lets users visually confirm thecommand they are about to invoke, and perform an adjustment if needed.The results of a controlled experiment comparing two FastTapAdjust inter-faces to FastTap suggest that such a confirmation mechanism, while usefulfor reducing errors, might have the side effect of stopping users to rely onthe recall-based mechanism.These results, while positive since simplifying the intermodal transition, stillremain somewhat limited. Indeed, while reducing error or minimizing theperformance dip is undoubtedly beneficial, it remains insufficient when con-fronted to the intermodal transition problem. First, there was inevitably aphase where users relied on the recognition based method, no matter what.Second, the study conductedon FastTapAdjust suggests that usersmay chooseto usemore a recognition-basedmethod than the recall-based onewhen theyfeel that the latter might be too risky.Notably, this last result raises several important questions. Can we realisti-cally hope that userswill eventuallymove completely away from the recognition-based mechanism? And if not, can we design a command selection mecha-nism that would be close to as efficient as the recall-basedmechanisms, whilestill providing instant recognition thus allowing users to “confirm” their selec-tion at all time?At the beginning of this chapter, in subsection 2.1, I was making an anal-ogy with the problems faced during an intermodal transition and those facedwhen removing training wheels while learning to ride a bicycle. There is anidiom that says “(just) like riding a bicycle”2 which means that something iseasy to resume after a long break. But why is cycling something that is neverforgotten? Possibly because this is a sensorimotor activity that is stored in ourprocedural memory [120], which is automatically retrieved when needed. Butselecting commands with a shortcut, on the other hand, is not purely senso-
2 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/like_riding_a_bicycle

https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/like_riding_a_bicycle
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rimotor, with many cognitive aspects that come into play. In the end, it mayrely more on associative memory, which is less robust. So while the parallelbetween riding a bicycle and selecting commands might work when it comesto learning and performance dip when transitioning from one condition tothe other, it falls flat when it comes to remembering it.Moreover, the problems inherent to the intermodal transition are empha-sized when the two modes rely on different input modalities, thus creatingan additional “distance”, conceptual and physical, between these two modeswhich may require more efforts to the user. As an example, for commandselection in desktop computers, the transition from the recognition-basedmethod (pointing the commands in a menubar) to the recall-based one (us-ing keyboard shortcuts) is complexified by the fact that these two modes re-quire interacting with two different devices. On the contrary, marking menussimplify this transition thanks to a minimized distance between: since bothmodes rely on a gestural input, the main difference between modes remainin the fact that users can dwell to display the visual aid. But besides this visualaid, inputs are basically the same.Interestingly, whether the visual aid had to be hidden by default was neverquestioned in these types of work. As an example, MarkingMenus appear af-ter a delay because it allegedly could “be distracting” or “obliterate part ofthe screen” (without empirical evidence to back these assumptions up) [67].However, from the different perspective, hiding the menu by default createsamassive cost to interaction: users have to recall and perform the correct ges-ture in order to rapidly select a command. In the next chapter, wewill describeprojects in whichwe attempted to design command selection techniques thatwould yield efficient performance, without requiring users to recall a gestureor key combination.



3EF F I C I ENT RECOGN I T ION -READY COMMAND SELECT ION

In the previous chapter, we discussed the context of the intermodal transition,a context in which a transition can occur between two different modalitiesthat allow to perform the same operation. More precisely, we explored thistransition applied to command selection mechanisms and presented severalprojects attempting to alleviate the problems inherent to this transition.
3.1 IS EXPLICIT RECALL NECESSARY FOR EFFICIENT COMMAND SELECTION?

A characteristic of this transition is that, by definition, it exists because at leasttwo distinct modes co-exist. Interestingly, these modes leverage differentlythe motor and cognitive capabilities from the user. Some modes mostly relyon visual recognition, while others will require users to explicitly recall certainoperations. This dichotomy can somewhat be seen as a design bias. Indeed,is really recall-based command selection the only available method for effi-cient command selection? Is recognition-based command selection necessar-ily capped at a relatively low performance level? And why do some methodssuch as keyboard shortcuts necessarily require an explicit recall from the userwhile nothing prevents them from leveraging visual recognition?Asmentioned in the previous chapter, the progression of a userwith a giveninterface has been characterized as going through three stages: cognitive, as-sociative and finally autonomous. This is, of course, assuming that the useris able to reach that autonomous phase. However, it might not always be thecase as previous results suggest that even a number of repetitions as highas 1100 times was not the case for some tasks Card et al. [24]. Moreover, inthe context of command selection, it would expect users to be able to reachautomaticity for all required commands, which might remain a fantasy giventhat humanmemory is not infinite, be it in duration or capacity, and its mech-anisms are still relatively poorly understood [62].Therefore, it raises the question of whether recall-based command selec-tion is necessary, and what its potential drawbacks and benefits are. Inter-estingly, looking at the selection of commands in hierarchical menus on desk-top computers, pointer-based selection also leverages a certain type of user’smemory, namely spatialmemory. Spatialmemory is swift to build, robust, and

29
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helps users to rapidly visually locate a desired command [105]. Sometimes,users can even “mouse ahead” before to open a menu simply because theyknow where the command will eventually be displayed on screen.This raises the question of the actual difference between recall-based andrecognition-based interactions in the context of command selection, or to theleast how different types of command selection mechanisms could be classi-fied otherwise. In that respect, I find interesting to use the categorization usedin the “Designing the User Interface - strategies for effective HCI” from Shnei-dermanandhis colleagues [111]. In this book, command selectionmechanismsare mostly referred in the chapter on “Fluid Navigation”. The first subsectionof this chapter, entitled is “Menu bars, pop-up menus, toolbars, palettes andribbons” whereas the second is entitled “’Shortcuts and gestures for rapid in-teraction”. These two subsection discriminate between interfaces operatedby pointer navigation using the mouse, and “shortcuts” like keyboard short-cuts where “users can memorize the keystrokes for the menu items”. Theircategorization implies that hotkeys have to be a “shortcut” mechanism, thusreferring they are a shorter path to reach a command. However, it is unclearwhy this “shorter path” would have to be memorized beforehand, and how.Answering to this question is even more complicated when looking at theMarking Menus described in section 2.2.2.2. In this case, the menu mode canbe seen as anavigation and recognition basedmode: the user navigate throughthe different levels of the menu hierarchy and visually confirm their selection.The mark mode, on the other hand, can be seen as the shortcut and recallbased mode: the user does not have to wait before to perform the mark andhas to recall the gesture. Interestingly, we can see here that an artificial costwas added to the menu mode: the user has to wait before to be able to op-erate it. This necessarily limits user performance in menu mode to the timerequired to wait for the menu to appear plus the time needed to performthe gesture (with the latter that could mechanically be equivalent for bothmodes). We will get back later in this chapter on the rationale for this design,but without this artificial cost users would not have to memorize the gesturebeforehand.In this chapter, I investigate whether we can design efficient command se-lection mechanisms that offer the same performance limit than “shortcut”mechanisms (e.g. keyboard shortcuts) without requiring to rely on explicit re-call. That is, can we design interface that would combine the usability of arecognition-based interface, with the efficiency of shortcutsmechanisms thatcan be performed swiftly, as illustrated on figure 3.1.In the following, we will report on the design and evaluation of interac-tion techniques investigating the feasibility of recognition-based, yet efficient,
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Figure 3.1: Idealized performance curve (in red) when using a single command selec-tionmethod that uses amechanic similar to the admitted efficientmethod(e.g. keyboard shortcuts) but still relying on recognition for training andexecution, compared to the theoretical performance of the traditionalrecognition-based/recall-based combination.

command selection mechanisms. We will explore three different interactionparadigms: keyboard-based, touch-based, and gesture-based command se-lection.
3.2 FACILITATING KEYBOARD SHORTCUT USE WITH EXPOSEHK

Implementations of keyboard shortcuts in current operating systems sufferfrom several limitations. First, in order to select a command with one, usersmust be aware that this shortcut exists. Second, once aware of its existence,users have to know the corresponding key sequence and for that, to exposeit which is typically done bymoving themouse cursor over the correspondingtoolbar button or opening the correspondingmenu. As such, they use pointer-based selection as the starting point for exposing the key combination (i.e., itis only shown after mouse-based operations). Consequently, users reinforcepointing even while trying to learn the faster pointerlessmethod. Third, usersmustmemorize the key sequence and recall it correctly next time they actuallywant to select the corresponding command using its keyboard shortcut.The first project that I conducted after my PhD was to explore whetherit would be possible to design a command selection mechanism that would
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overcome these limitations. In particular, with Prof. Andy Cockburn, Dr GillesBailly, Prof. Carl Gutwin and Joel Harrison, we wanted to design a commandselection mechanism relying on keyboard shortcuts, without requiring usersto have to recall the corresponding key combination.We have developed and evaluated ExposeHK (EHK) that addresses theseissues [HDR10]. ExposeHK works very simply (illustrated Figure 3.2): it is acti-vated by pressing a modifier key (e.g., the Ctrl or Command key) and remainsas long as that key is held; when activated, it displays the keyboard shortcutsdirectly on the GUI of the application.

⌘⎇2⌘⇧H

⌘W ⌘M

⌘← ⌘D ⌘T

Figure 3.2: The user wants to open a new tab but is not sure of the hotkey. He vi-sually locates the button in the toolbar (boxed on left), then presses theCommand key (Cmd) to activate ExposeHK, which overlays toolbar itemswith available keyboard shortcuts (right). He completes the command bypressing Cmd+T.
ExposeHK presents the following benefits. First, it enables the browsing ofkeyboard shortcuts via the keyboard since they are displayedwhen amodifierkey is pressed. Second, it supports rapid verification of keyboard shortcutsfor experienced users that have partial knowledge of the interface and knowapproximately where the graphical component (toolbar button ormenu item)associated with the command they want to activate is located. Third, it stillsupports a theoretically rapid command selection time because it relies ona stable flat hierarchy, and each command can be activated via a single keycombination. Finally, as detailed below, ExposeHK is compatible with existingtoolbar and ribbon designs, and it can be readily adapted to menus.

toolbar ExposeHK works in a very straightforward manner with Toolbars,as illustrated Figure 3.2, by overlaying the corresponding keyboard shortcutover each button of the toolbar when a modifier key is pressed and as longas it is held. Activation of the command can then be simply completed by per-forming a corresponding keyboard shortcut, or still by clicking on the buttonif the user feels like it.
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menus Activation of ExposeHK with menus is similar to with toolbars –pressing a modifier key exposes all the first-level menus, thus displaying thealready existing label for items that can be selected using a keyboard short-cut, as shown at the top of Figure 3.3. Command selections can be completedby pressing a keyboard shortcut or by using the pointer. However, in orderto display all first-level menus, ExposeHK slightly modifies the visual layout ofmenus to remove spatial overlapping. This is necessary in order to supportkeyboard shortcut browsing while still help intermediate users exploit theirspatial memory to some extent. Details about this adaptation and its conse-quences on the interface design, as well as discussion regarding access tosecond-level menu cascades can be found in the corresponding full researchpaper [HDR10].

Figure 3.3: Instances of ExposeHK with menu bars (top) and a Microsoft Ribbon (bot-tom). With menu bars, ExposeHK reveals all first-level menus at oncewhen a modifier key is pressed. With a Ribbon, ExposeHK overlays all but-tons of current Ribbon tab with available keyboard shortcuts. The ribbonadaptation is very similar to the Toolbar one, but it additionally allowsusers to move between tabbed toolbars using the mouse scrollwheel (asdoes the current Microsoft Ribbon interface) or arrowkeys.

ribbon The ribbon adaptation of ExposeHK is visually similar to the toolbarone, but it additionally allows users to move between tabbed toolbars usingthe mouse scrollwheel (as does the current Microsoft Ribbon interface) or
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arrowkeys (thus preventing theuse of keyboard shortcuts using arrowkeys toactivate commands). This adaptation remains challenging however, becauseeach of several tabs places different items in the same spatial location.
3.2.1 Investigating the usability and adoption of ExposeHK with toolbars andmenus
We first conducted two studies to investigate the usability and adoption ofkeyboard shortcuts with the toolbar and menu variants of ExposeHK. Thesestudies were designed to answer several questions about the benefits of Ex-poseHK over traditional interfaces, among which:
• does ExposeHK result in earlier and higher levels of keyboard shortcut use?
• how does keyboard shortcut use with the test interfaces change with expe-rience and frequency of item selection?
• does ExposeHK impact command selection performance?
• are errors affected by interface or selection mechanism?
Our experimental task involved selecting target commands as fast and ac-curately as possible, using the method selection that participants desired touse (mouse pointer or keyboard shortcuts). Each trial (selection of one targetcommand) started with a stimulus1 indicating the target command that par-ticipants had to select as fast and accurate as possible using themodality of theirchoice. Participants completed tasks with both available interfaces: ExposeHKand AudioFeedback2. In each study, participants completed six blocks of se-lecting multiple times the 12 same commands with each interface.We recruited 36 participants, aged 20-45 (6 female). They all participatedin both studies, completing first Study 1 and then Study 2. We refer to thecorresponding research publication [HDR10] for more details regarding theexperimental design decisions and description of the apparatus.Regarding keyboard shortcut usage, both studies revealed a higher pro-portion of command selections completed using keyboard shortcuts with Ex-poseHK than with Audio Feedback (illustrated Figure 3.4). In study 1 (respec-tively study 2), participants completed 94% (respectively 99%) of correct se-

1 In study 1, voice-synthesis was used to pronounce the stimulus in order to ease risks of con-founds stemming from factors such as visual pop-out effects due to exact matches betweenthe stimulus (e.g., a cat icon) and its representation in the interface. In study 2, the stimuluswas an icon representing the target command (similarly to Grossman et al.’s protocol [51])2 In study 1, participants also tested a tooltip condition, that is not mentioned here for the sakeof clarity. I refer to the corresponding research paper [HDR10] if interested in the resultscorresponding to this condition
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Figure 3.4: Average% of keyboard shortcuts (labelled ‘hotkey’ on the figure) for Study1 conducted using a toolbar (left) and Study2 conducted using a menu(right)

lections with keyboard shortcuts in the ExposeHK condition, against 50% (re-spectively 64%) in the Audio Feedback condition. More interestingly, a signifi-cant Block× Technique effect was also found in both studies, suggesting thatparticipants made an early and sustained switch to keyboard shortcuts withExposeHK, contrasting with Audio Feedback’s gradual increase.Regarding selection time, we found no significant effect in the first study (3sfor EHK, 3.4s for audio). That being said, the mean time for pointer-based se-lections in the final block (for those who continued to use themouse with anytechnique) was 3.53s, compared to 2.38s with hotkeys. In the second study,however, mean selection times with ExposeHK (2.78s) were found significantlyshorter than with Audio Feedback (3.16s).The results of these two studies suggest that toolbar and menu adapta-tions of ExposeHK improved on the state-of-the-art systems for promotingkeyboard shortcut use. With ExposeHK, participants made an early and sus-tained switch to keyboard shortcuts, whereas with post-selection audio feed-back they made a gradual, progressive and slower switch. I must stress how-ever that participants, mostly university staff and students, were almost cer-tainly aware of keyboard shortcuts as an interface mechanism, possibly in-creasing hotkey use for all conditions.
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3.2.2 Comparing the Performance of ExposeHK over hotkeys in a Ribbon inter-face
The Microsoft Ribbon interface somehow merges toolbar and menu designs,using a tabbed ‘ribbon’ to separate multiple toolbars. Adapting ExposeHK tothe ribbon is challenging because each of several tabs places different itemsin the same spatial location. Also, the ribbon supports the Access Keysmecha-nism (also known as Mnemonics outside the MS Office suite [16], and namedAlt Keys in the original research publications of this project [HDR10]), that issuperficially similar to ExposeHK. However, while relying on a modifier andassociated keys, every selection with Access Keys is necessarily hierarchical,involving a sequential specification of the target tab and then the target itemwithin the tab. This raises two questions: can ExposeHK be adapted to theRibbon, and does it improve performance over the Access Keys technique?

Figure 3.5: Example of a ribbon used in our experiment, with the ExposeHKmode on
Each trial of this experiment involved selecting an item within a ribbon-likeinterface (Figure 3.5) in response to a text stimulus representing the targetcommand. Unlike previous experiments, participants had to complete selec-tions using the available interaction modality. Therefore, with ExposeHK andAccess Keys theywere required to use the keyboard andwith pointer keyboard-based selections were impossible. Each block comprised 2 selections of thesame 6 targets, allowing participants to gain expertise across blocks. Half ofthe selections in each block involved switching to a different tab, allowing usto inspect the impact on performance of tab-switching with the different in-terfaces. We recruited 18 participants (aged 21-45, 1 female). All participantscompleted the experiment using all techniques, in an order counter-balancedacross participants.Figure 3.6-left summarizes the selection time for the three techniques acrossblock (left) and tab switch (right). The overall mean selection time with Ex-poseHK (2.86 s) was 8.6% shorter than pointer selections (3.13 s), and 36%faster than Access Keys. We also found a significant technique×block interac-tion, with ExposeHK slightly slower than pointer in the first two blocks, butsubstantially faster (30%) than pointer by the final block. Note that the early
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asymptote of the pointer performance curve is a great illustration of the rela-tively low performance ceiling of pointer selection that is rapidly reached.We also found a significant technique×tab switch interaction effect (illus-trated Figure 3.6-right), which can be explained by the contrast between theAccess Keys that required users to carry out identical hierarchical actions re-gardless tab switch state, whereas pointer and ExposeHK actions are differentdepending on the need to switch tabs.
3.2.3 Investigating the continued use and memorization of keyboard shortcutswith ExposeHK
One benefit of the ExposeHK technique is that it allows users to activate acommand using a keyboard shortcut without having to memorize its corre-sponding key-sequence beforehand. A question we asked ourselves out ofcuriosity at that time was whether users would still be able to interact us-ing keyboard shortcut in an interface where ExposeHK was available for thenbeing disabled for any possible reason (e.g. an Operating System change orupdate).We conducted a short pilot study investigating this question that relied ona simple text editor interface split in two, displaying a raw text next to a targetformatted text (see figure 3.7). The top part of the text formatting interfacedisplayed a toolbar containing buttons for each formatting commands. Eachof these commands had associated keyboard shortcuts that were consistentwith those used in Microsoft Word (e.g. Bold was Ctrl + B, Italics was Ctrl +
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Figure 3.7: The experimental interface with a text editor on the left-hand side consist-ing of a text area and a toolbar of commands. The desired final format isdisplayed in the right-hand side of the text editor

I), thus allowing participants to use their pre-existing knowledge of keyboardshortcuts for commands and would not confuse the participants when learn-ing new ones. Participants could also expose keyboard shortcuts throughtooltips which would appear when the user hovered the mouse over a but-ton of the toolbar.Participants were instructed to perform three raw text formatting tasks.Formatting a portion of textwas doneby highlighting the text and then activat-ing the desired formatting command, either by clicking on the correspondingbutton in the toolbar or using its associated keyboard shortcut. The first taskwas completed using this text editor with a simple toolbar (Baseline stage),that is, participants could use keyboard shortcuts but the only way to exposethem was via their tooltips. The second task was then completed using thesame text editor, but with ExposeHK enabledmeaning that participants couldexpose keyboard shortcuts using ExposeHK (ExposeHK stage). Then partici-pants completed a third task with a normal text editor again (post-ExposeHKstage), that is with ExposeHK removed from the toolbar. This text editor wasthe exact same interface used for the first text formatting task.12 participants (ages 21-30, 2 female) completed the experiment. They wereinstructed not to try and go as fast as possible, but to just complete the taskas they normally would with a text editor.
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Figure 3.8: Proportion (in %) of selections performed using keyboard shortcuts dur-ing the different stages of the experiment.

We observed a large difference for each stage in terms of mean keyboardshortcut usage with 9.79%, 86.20%, and 73.09% for the Baseline, ExposeHKand post-ExposeHK stages, respectively. However, with that granularity, it isdifficult to assess whether this evolution results from a simple learning effector is affected by the possibility to use ExposeHK in the ExposeHK stage. To bet-ter understand this, we split each stage into 10 blocks over time (see Figure3.8). This shows that the keyboard shortcut usage did not drastically increaseovertime during the baseline stage, suggesting that users are not trying tolearn new keyboard shortcuts but are just continuing with the ones that theycurrently know. For the ExposeHK stage, the figure suggests that keyboardshortcut usage is instantly very high and is consistent through the stage. Fi-nally, we see that it remains relatively high in the post-ExposeHK stage, eventhough users cannot expose the keyboard shortcuts anymore and have toremember them, suggesting a certain memorization of the recently used key-board shortcuts.
3.3 ICONHK: RECOGNIZE HOTKEYS IN TOOLBAR BUTTONS

When working with Gilles Bailly on the ExposeHK project described, we weresomehow clueless about the best approach to present the keyboard shortcutwhen amodifier key was pressed. We ended up using different presentations(replacing the original icon of the button or overlaying a tooltip, showing themodifier keys or not, etc.). With Emmanouil Giannisakis, Dr Gilles Bailly and
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Dr Fanny Chevalier, we explored in the IconHK project [HDR4] a novel per-spective on the design of toolbar buttons that aims to blend visual cues thatconvey keyboard shortcut information directly within the toolbar buttons.
3.3.1 IconHK in a nutshell
IconHK is an approach that aims to visually describe a keyboard shortcutwithin a toolbar button. In the following, I will refer to button as an interac-tive control to execute a command, whose icon occupies a bounded physicalspace of a button (typically a toolbar button); hotkey as the character of a key-board shortcut (which is generally a letter) and modifiers as its modifier keycombination (respectively S and ctrl for the ctrl + S keyboard shortcut of Save)of a command; pictograph as the pictorial element of a button’s icon that con-veys the meaning of the command (e.g. the floppy disk for a Save commandbutton); and symbol as the visually embedded hotkey letter (e.g. S for the ctrl+ S keyboard shortcut of the Save command).
3.3.1.1 Visually embedding keyboard shortcuts into toolbar buttons
IconHKutilizes three strategies to incorporate a symbol representing thehotkeyinto the button’s icon:

Empty space. Uses the empty space surrounding the pictograph onthe button to display the symbol, typically by placing the symbol in theavailable space.
Positive space. Displays the symbol by utilizing the silhouette or themost prominent features, such as the edges, of the pictograph. Bystrategically incorporating the symbol within these elements, it becomes in-tegrated into the overall design of the icon.
Negative space. Involves leveraging the open space around an objectto disguise a letter representing the hotkey. This technique takes ad-vantage of figure-ground ambiguity, where the visual perception affords twoalternative viewpoints. By manipulating the background and foreground ele-ments, a letter representing the hotkey can be hidden within the icon.

These three approaches offer a wide range of possibilities to embed thehotkey symbol into existing icons.
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Embedding the sole hotkey symbol in an icon is sufficient when the key-board shortcuts do not involve modifier keys (e.g, switching tools in AdobePhotoshop, or Apple Final Cut) or when the shortcuts consistently involve thesame modifier, typically control or . When different modifiers are involvedin the same application, further indications are necessary.In order to communicate these modifiers to the user, we use the cornersof the button. Each modifier of the keyboard (typically, shift, alt and controlon MS Windows) is associated to one of the corner, following a spatial map-ping based on its position on the keyboard. Then, each corner of a button isfilled depending on whether the corresponding modifier is used in the key-board shortcut or not. Using the example on Figure 3.9, both top-left (shift)and bottom-left (ctrl) corners are filled for the Ctrl+Shift+W keyboard short-cut. Finally, to help users understand this corner/modifier mapping, the colorof a corner changes when the user presses the corresponding modifier key.

1

W

Figure 3.9: Example of an IconHK Button using the empty space strategy for theCtrl+Shift+W keyboard shortcut

3.3.1.2 The magnification continuum of IconHK
While we assume that modifiers can be displayed at all times without impact-ing buttons’ readability, a compromise might have to be found for symbols.Typically, in the context of empty space, one may not desire to have the let-ter permanently displayed (even though the writer of this thesis personallywould not mind). In the context of positive or negative space, displaying theletter in permanencemight affect aesthetic, or hinder pictograph recognition.In order to overcome this issue, IconHK relies on a magnification contin-uum, a spectrum of representations resulting from a progressive morphingfrom the pictograph representation, to the symbol only (Figure 3.10). As wemove along the magnification continuum, away from showing only the picto-graph, the symbol is progressively revealed until it becomes fully legible byaugmenting its saliency. This effect can be achieved with different transfor-mations such as rotation, translation, scaling as well as manipulation of the
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0 1

0 1

0 1

Figure 3.10: Variations of toolbar buttons from 0 to 1 on the IconHK continuum for thePencil, Move and Expand vertically commands: Pencil scales down whilea W scales up, exploiting the empty space; Move rotates and fades outthe pointer while revealing a A overlaying the edges; Expand verticallychanges the background color of the button to emphasize the H sym-bol in the negative space. (Animated Figure)

opacity or color of the foreground and background. The approaches dependon the magnification strategy and the designer’s preference.Finally, the level at which a given toolbar button decides to position itselfon the IconHK magnification continuum can vary dynamically, especially as aresult of users’ interaction. For instance, an application could emphasize sym-bols of all toolbar buttons for a few seconds at launch up, before animatingback to the more traditional pictographs. This could also be triggered everynow and then to foster awareness and recall. Another possibility could beto modify the magnification level of icons depending on application usage.Basically, the more the user select a command by clicking on the toolbar but-ton, themore it moves towards the hotkey end of the continuum. Conversely,the more the selection is performed using the keyboard shortcut, the more itmoves towards the pictograph end. The dynamic behavior of icons could alsovary depending on users’ interactions with the system at a much lower level,as for instance, when hovering over the icon or when pressing a modifier key,similarly to ExposeHK. Finally,nother approach could be to jump to the hotkeyend when the button is clicked, temporarily emphasizing the hotkey and thenanimating back to its default position along the continuum.
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3.3.2 Recognizing keyboard shortcuts thanks to IconHK
We conducted a study to assess how efficiently users could retrieve a corre-sponding keyboard shortcut for each of the different strategies used. We alsoincluded a control condition in which keyboard shortcuts are never displayedon the toolbar button.This experiment relied on the alternance of training and test phases. Dur-ing the training phases, the experimental interface displayed a toolbar con-sisting of IconHK icons using all three strategies with the letter moderatelyemphasized (see Figure 3.11). In these phases, participants were free to se-lect a command either by using the toolbar button or by keyboard shortcuts.Then during the test phases, the experimental interface hid the toolbar anddisplayed as a stimulus the icon of a toolbar button, but this time without em-phasizing the letter (on the pictograph end of the magnification continuumthen), and participants were instructed to select these commands using theircorresponding keyboard shortcuts. Finally, we performed similar recall andretention tests 24 and 72 hours after the end of the experiment.

Figure 3.11: Toolbar used in our experiment
The results of this study are illustrated Figure 3.12 and clearly reveal twogroups: a first group corresponding to the buttons implementing the Controlcondition and the Empty space strategy, where participants users had overalldifficulties to retrieve the keyboard shortcutwhen the symbolwas not empha-sized; and a second group corresponding to the buttons implementing thePositive and negative space strategies, where participants were very quicklyable to retrieve the keyboard shortcuts. More interestingly, for this secondgroup, participants were still able to retrieve 100% of the shortcuts 72 hourslater, against an average retention rate of 77% for the first group (71% for thecontrol condition and 83% for the empty space strategy). Finally, it is impor-tant to note that participants spontaneously discovered the IconHK principleand that the experimenters did not explain it at all before the very end of theexperiment (after the 72h retention test).
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Figure 3.12: Percentage of correct recognition rates for each Icon strategy, for everyblock and retention tests (dashed)

3.3.3 Discussing the feasibility, benefits and limitations of IconHK
During the IconHKproject, we exploredwhether a toolbar button could,withinits boundaries, convey the keyboard shortcut associated to the command thebutton activates. In that respect, we defined a simple encoding for modifierkeys and reflected on how the character key of the keyboard shortcut couldbe integrated with the pictograph of the button via three different strategiesand a magnification continuum.Interestingly, existing commands and buttons already employ a somewhatsimilar strategies. Obvious examples are the buttons for the Bold, Italic andUnderline commands in most word processing applications, that display theB, I andU letters, respectively, on their button. But amore intriguing and inter-esting example is the Cut command, whose keyboard shortcut is Ctrl+X andthe icon used conventionally a pair of scissors that look like a X. The toolbarbutton for activating the cut command can therefore be seen as an IconHKbutton, implementing a positive space strategy at the pictograph end of thecontinuum. That being said, we do not know if the character X was chosen forthe Cut command because it looks like scissors, because the key is adjacentto the C letter on a QWERTY keyboard, for both reasons, or for another rea-son. But I must confess that, even if this is purely coincidental, I find this tothe least amusing.That being said, I must acknowledge that I know, the IconHK principle con-flicts with the practice of many designers who simply do not care about com-
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municating the keyboard shortcut via button design and will tend to prior-itize minimalism is consistency for subjective aesthetic reasons over usabil-ity reasons. During the IconHK project, we re-designed the Photoshop toolpalette, so it implements IconHK principles (see figure ref). This was mostlydesigned bymyself and is, of course, questionable frommany “graphics inter-face designer” perspectives but it, at least, shows that the palette can be eas-ily adapted to implement the IconHK protocol with minimal changes. More-over, IconHK is particularly interesting for keyboard shortcuts like the onesfor switching between tools in Adobe Photoshop (or illustrator, or other) thatare keyboardless. Indeed, in that case, the feedforward mechanisms that em-phasize the keyboard shortcut when a modifier key is pressed seem less co-herent to apply. Such strategy was therefore employed in an implementationof Histomages [34] that can be found on the animated transition website [2].Finally, the findings of the memorization experiment we conducted are in-teresting on several aspects. First, it was positively surprising to see that par-ticipants spontaneously understood the principles behind the IconHKpositiveand negative space strategy. I alsomust note that after having understood theIconHK principles, some participants of our experiment were assuming morebuttons implementing the IconHK principle and reported having created vi-sual mnemonics to associate some keyboard shortcuts to the icons.In the end, IconHK demonstrate that keyboard shortcuts do not need to sys-tematically ask users tomemorize and recall the corresponding key sequence,but that it can be encoded within the button design, so users can recognizeit.
3.4 THE CASE OF SOFTWARE KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS

One conspicuous feature of the recent evolution of interactive devices is theimportance taken by touch-sensitive surfaces in commercial products. In par-ticular, smartphones have been a real tidal wave on the cell phone market.These devices do not rely on external devices, such as a keyboard or amouse,to support indirect interaction anymore. Typically, the hardware keyboardthat is used with desktop computers, always almost available, has been re-placed with transient software keyboards that pop-in only when considereduseful, that is, that the focus is in a text field (e.g. when typing a URL in aweb browser bar or editing a text document). As a result, efficient commandselection techniques such as keyboard shortcuts are not available anymore.Yet, I believe that an efficient keyboard-based command selection tech-nique could be designed for soft-based keyboards. All the more, I believe
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that soft-keyboards are adapted to support an efficient recognition-basedcommand selection technique. This is why, in the Soft-Keyboard Shortcutsproject [HDR2,HDR3] (abbreviated as Softcuts), we advocated that despite thelack of physical keyboards on touch-based devices, keyboard shortcuts couldbe available using the soft-keyboards as leverage.Indeed, soft keyboard are available on virtually every touch-based devices.Moreover, the fact that a software keyboard can on demand update whateach keys display is actually an excellent feature to support keyboard short-cuts, as it won’t require users to have to memorize the key correspondencebeforehand: the key could simply update its appearance to reflect the com-mand associated with it.In this section, I will present the results of a work conducted during a re-mote collaboration with Katherine Fennedy and Dr Simon Perrault, her PhDco-supervisor at that time. I will first present the input technique of Softcutsand then review some studies we have conducted on the discoverability ofSoftcuts, as well as a study conducted regarding user performance depend-ing on the type of mapping the commands rely on.

Figure 3.13: Web browsing scenario of soft keyboard shortcuts using Once method.(a) a semi-transparent modifier key is available in the browser, (b) whenuser taps it, all available shortcuts will be presented to facilitate brows-ing, (c) user then taps on the ‘F’ key (find command) and hence, (d) everyoccurrence of the “HCI” word (as typed by the user) is highlighted in yel-low
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3.4.1 Selecting commands with SoftCuts
Soft-Keyboard Shortcuts (abbreviated as Softcuts) are a simple interactionmech-anism to support command selection on a touch-based device (Figure 3.13).It relies on a soft-keyboard that can switch to a command mode when a ded-icated key is pressed, mode in which hitting another key activates the cor-responding command instead of typing the corresponding character. To bemore precise, selecting a command with a Softcut can be achieved in threedifferent ways:(1 Once mode:) The user taps the modifier key, which switches the mode ofthe keyboard subsequently displaying commands. The user then taps the keyof the desired command which switches the mode of the keyboard back todefault.(2 User maintained mode:) The user presses and holds the modifier key. Thekeyboard remains in command mode as long as the modifier key is held andthe user can tap the key of the desired command(s) to activate them.(3 Swipe based:) The user presses the modifier key (which sets the keyboardto commandmode), moves the finger on the surface to the key of the desiredcommand, and lifts the finger to validate that command.In our work [HDR2], we contrasted these three different ways in two studiesthat I will not detail in the present document, and refer the reader to thepublished research paper for more details.
3.4.2 Discoverability of Softcuts
We conducted a first study in order to investigate the discoverability of Soft-cutswhen users are not aware of their availability. Conceptually, our intentionwas to see if users would notice the subtle addition of amodifier key on a soft-keyboard (that usually does not have it), and if it would result in them per-forming commands using Softcuts. This experiment was conducted using acrowdsourcing platform where participants were asked had to complete twoconsecutive text formatting tasks by applying various commands to the textcontent. No text entry was possible nor required. The first task could be com-pleted by using commands that were all located in the conventional applica-tion menu, testing for the spontaneous discoverability of Softcuts. The secondtask, however, required to apply text-formatting commands that could onlybe activated by using their corresponding Softcuts, testing for the enforceddiscoverability of Softcuts. We then computed a spontaneous discovery rate(proportion of participants that did discover Softcuts during the first task), an
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enforced discovery rate (proportion of participants that did discover Softcutsduring the second task), and an overall discovery rate (proportion of partici-pants that did discover Softcuts during this experiment, regardless of duringwhich task).The experimental interface presented to participants varied along two fac-tors. First, it used two different designs for themodifier key, differing in termsof familiarity: a Cmd/Ctrl key (depending on participants’ most familiar oper-ating system) and an abstract key (displaying an arbitrary symbol). Second,the keyboard was either permanently displayed on-screen, or transiently dis-played inwhich case participantswould only see themodifier key in the bottom-left corner of the scree, thus varying the saliency of themodifier key and there-fore the likeliness to press it. The four possible conditions of factors werecounter-balanced across participants using a between-subject design. Finally,participants were asked to self-report their estimated frequency of usage ofconventional keyboard shortcuts on a scale ranging from 1 (never) to 7 (al-ways), as well as to report an estimation of howmany of them they know anduse.We recruited 160 participants (77 were male, 81 were female, 1 of them non-binary, and 1 preferred not to disclose; age ranging between 19 and 75) thatwere assigned to one of the 4 conditions evenly. A total of 9 (5.6%) participantsfailed (or gave up) to complete the first task, 59 (36.9%) failed (or gave up) tocomplete the second task, 92 (57.5%) completed both tasks.Overall, participants discovered Softcuts spontaneously at a similarly lowrate of 18.1% (29 out of 160). There was no main effect of familiarity or saliencyon spontaneous discovery rate. There was, however, a significant main ef-fect of the number of keyboard shortcuts known/used, with participants whodeclared knowing/using 6-10 (25.9%), 21-30 (66.7%), and >30 keyboard short-cuts (36.4%), having a higher rate than those with only 1-5 keyboard shortcuts(4.5%). In addition, participants discovered Softcuts at a higher rate of 57.7%(71 out of 123) when they were enforced to do so (Figure 3.14). However, therewas no main effect of familiarity nor saliency. Finally, participants discoveredSoftcuts overall at a proportion of 62.5% (100 out of 160).
3.4.3 Learning of Softcuts
Another question we were asking ourselves regarding Softcuts was how eas-ily users can learn command mappings and if prior knowledge of commandmapping does significantly impact this learning process. We therefore con-ducted a study relying on a simple task in which participants would have to
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Figure 3.14: Enforced discovery rate of Softcuts (a) across all conditions, (b) aggre-gated by familiarity (i.e. type of modifier key used), and (c) aggregatedby saliency (i.e. presence of keyboard)

repeatedly select commands displayed at the top of the screen using the cor-responding Softcuts.We tested two different command mappings of 16 command each: an ab-stractmapping consisting of the flags of 16 countries (Figure 16-b,c) arbitrarilyassociated with some keys, and a realistic mapping consisting of 16 existingkeyboard shortcuts from Microsoft Word for Windows. For the need of theexperiment, 8 commands permapping were selected as targets the other act-ing as distractors. For each mapping, participants performed 9 experimentalblocks (B1-B9). Each block consisted of 16 trials, where each of the 8 chosentarget commands was repeated twice in random order. Finally, we measuredretention rates on the 8 abstract and realistic commands at multiple phases:at the end of the study and 1, 3 and 7 days after the experiment. These post-experiment retention rates were tested by presenting an ordinary keyboardlayout, and asking participants to map each of the target commands usedduring the experiment to keys of that keyboard.Our main dependent measures were command selection time and reten-tion rates. We recruited 12 participants (8 female, 4 male, all right-handed),aged 19 to 29.First and foremost, command selection time demonstrated a very rapidlearning effect for both mappings, with statistical tests demonstrating a sig-nificant difference between the first one and all the others. Therefore, weremoved the first block for all analysis. We found that while participants se-lected on average commands significantly faster in the realisticmapping (1.283s)than the abstract one (1.352s), this difference remained marginal (69ms). Sec-ond, regarding retention rate (Figure 3.15-left), participants could recall the
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spatial layout of commands of the realisticmapping (95.1%) significantlymoreefficiently than that of the abstract one (55.7%), whichmakes sense since par-ticipants were already familiar with them. However, a further analysis of theabstract mapping revealed that the magnitude of retention errors was actu-ally low as we noticed that majority of these errors corresponded to the par-ticipants positioning a command on a key adjacent to the actual target (seeFigure 3.15-right).
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3.4.4 Reflecting on software keyboard shortcuts
First, regarding the discoverability of Softcuts participants did, somewhat un-surprisingly, discovered Softcuts more frequently when enforced to do so.What might be surprising, however, is the magnitude of the difference, sincethe discovery rate more than tripled, moving from a spontaneous discoveryrate at 18.1% to an enforced discovery rate at 57.7%. It was also interesting tonotice that the appearance and saliency of the modifier key does not seemto impact the discovery of Softcuts, whereas familiarity and usage of conven-tional keyboard shortcuts seems to do.Then, regarding learning of Softcuts, we first observed a similar learningrate for both conditions, suggesting that Softcuts are rapid to learn with anabstract mapping. Second, even if participants were slightly faster with the re-alisticmapping, we can comfortably say that the abstractmapping still yielded
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efficient command selection. Third, we were surprised to learn that with onlyabout 15 minutes spent by each participant to complete the 9 blocks of trialsin our study, participants could approximate the command location even af-ter 1 week without rehearsal. From a recognition-ready command selectionmechanism perspective, this is a positive result, as it suggests that partici-pants have an approximately correct memory of the spatial location of thecommand, command that would be positioned where the user will look atwhen trying to activate this command.Altogether, these results confirm that Softcuts are an efficient recognition-ready command selection mechanism that can reliably be used as a unifiedcommand selection mechanism across various applications on phones andtablets. Softcuts offer a robust multi-device performance with minimal train-ing, are easily discoverable, and can be easily scaled and adapted to variousapplications.
3.5 ZERO DELAY MARKING MENU

The press-and-wait attribute of Marking Menus, typically a 1/3 second delayin its original implementation [67], adds a cost to menu mode to distinguish,and encourage the use of,mark mode. In his doctoral thesis [67], Kurtenbachrationalizes displaying the menu after a certain delay on the basis that themenu “can be distracting”, “can obliterate part of the screen” and that “displayingthemenu takes time”. However, despite the extensive study ofmarkingmenus,the duration of this delay has surprisingly received little attention.
Possible future work
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When I was first interviewed for an academic position at Inria back in 2013,I had a slide (see Figure 3.16) to illustrate one possible project of my researchagenda. It consisted in testing the impact of an artificial cost applied to aninteraction method, and see how it would influence when learning to inter-act with a system. More precisely, I was planning to test the impact of theduration of the delay (the artificial cost) of a Marking Menu (the interactionmethod) on mark mode adoption. Once recruited at Inria, I started to workon that project and implemented an interactive playground to test differentvalues of the delay. This interface had a slider tomodify the value of the delaywithout having to restart the application, slider whose default valuewas set tozero. Launching that application for the first time made me think that I mighthave been wrong the whole time about this. Maybe the delay was not thesolution to the above-mentioned problems introduced by Kurtenbach, butactually the source of another one which is that it creates a cost to novice in-teraction and forces them to memorize gestures, which from an interactiondesign perspective is questionable.Interestingly, the question of the impact of the duration of the delay onmark mode adoption has recently been nicely explored by Lewis and Vogel[73, 74], but without considering the zero-second delay condition. Their re-sults suggest that the longer the delay (that is, the longer the cost of interact-ing in menu mode), the more users try to select commands in Mark Mode.However, they also found that users make significantly more errors as theduration of the delay increase, but also that users never use mark mode forall command selection, even with a two seconds long delay.Eventually, I decided to discuss the idea of a zero-seconddelay, whichwouldbasically mean having single-mode Marking Menus that are systematicallyand instantly displayed as soon as the user starts interacting with them, withmy colleagues at Inria DrMathieu Nancel and Prof. Edward Lank. Edward wasvisiting our research group at that time and thought we should pitch this ideato one of his PhD student, Jay Henderson.In this chapter, I report on the investigation the four of us conducted [HDR7].Our motivations for doing this were two-fold. First, the delay in menu modecreates a cost for novice interaction. While this delaymight act as an incentiveto usemark mode, it is unclear by howmuch it accelerates learning in real use(i.e. is penalty an effective motivation [71] in context?). Second, while usersmay usemark mode for commonly selected commands, not every commandis used frequently, thus menu mode interaction remains necessary for manycommands, even for more experienced users.
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Figure 3.17: Top: Reproduction of figure 4.15 in [67]; Bottom: Our hypothesis on thetime costs of a no-delay Marking Menu.

3.5.1 Rationale for testing a single-mode Marking Menu
In 1991, Kurtenbach proposed that “even if a user did not have to pause to sig-nal for the menu to be popped up, one would still have to wait for the menu tobe displayed before making a selection. In many systems, displaying the menucan be annoyingly slow and visually disturbing”. However, no study had beenconducted to evaluate this visual disturbance, and, with advances in comput-ing over the past 32 years, the likelihood that displaying a menu would be“annoyingly slow” is low, since the majority of systems display even the mostcomplex user interfaces in milliseconds. Further, effective use of threading inGUI design can ensure that interfaces remain active even in the presence ofcostly computational tasks and users can act even before the menu appears,if displaying it is slow, as there has been anecdotal evidence that expert usersavoid these issues by “mousing ahead” in pie menus [58], as cited in [66].Looking more precisely the issues of mousing ahead and temporal costs,consider Figure 3.17. The top part is a reproduction from figure 4.15 in [67];it illustrates users’ expected behavior when using mark mode. The middlepart is user’s expected behavior in menu mode, where we can see additionalcosts to menu mode - including system display and user search costs. How-ever, whether there is a cost to menu display is debatable. Consider the bot-tom part of Figure 3.17, our representation of an alternative hypothetical timecosts of a no-delay marking menu. Given that the system can capture inputimmediately and continuously, does the user “most likely wait for the menu”(shown as user reacts to menu display time in Figure 3.17-middle) if they al-
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ready knowwhat gesture to perform?Ormight the user simply begin tomove,mouse ahead [66], removing the cost of menu display (bottom)? Assumingthat after sufficient practice the user acquires knowledge of the visual layout,removing the delay (and therefore themark-only mode) may reduce the tem-poral penalty without harming memorization. Other possible issues, such asdistraction and occlusion, would remain to be investigated. The question thenbecomes whether we can determine the relative costs of these factors.In the end, my perspective of imposing a delay to enter menu mode wasthe following:
• First, delay is a cost when performing command selections in menu mode,penalizing users if they are unfamiliar with the menu or with the specificcommand being invoked.
• Second, selecting a command in mark mode requires the user to memo-rize the corresponding mark beforehand, i.e. it leverages recall rather thanrecognition.
• Finally, with delay possibly acting as an incentive to usemarkmode, the usermay try to select commands via mark mode even if when not entirely sureof the correct mark, which might increase error rates even for practiceduse [74,74].
3.5.2 Estimating the impact of delay
As a first step in evaluating the relative costs and benefits of Delay versusNoDelay, we conducted a controlled experiment to contrast the impact of de-lay on the performance of marking menus. We recruited 16 participants whowere instructed to select commands as fast and accurate as possible usingthe provided mouse controller. For each trial, the participant had to selecta target command (displayed on top of the window) with a Marking Menu(Delay or NoDelay) of a given Layout (4, 8, 4x4, or 8×8 items). The Delay mark-ing menu had a 333 ms delay to enter into menu mode, and a 200 ms delayto display the sub-menu. For every menu and layout, participants performed10 Blocks of 8 command selections, except for the 4-item configuration wherethey performed 10 blocks of 4 command selections only.The primary dependent measures were Selection Time (time from stimu-lus to correct command selection), Execution Time (time from the last mousepress to correct command selection) and Error Rate. Additional dependentmeasures were Preparation Time (time between the display of the target itemand the first mouse-down event) and the proportion of mark mode usage inthe Delay condition.
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Regarding command selection, it was overall significantly shorter to selectcommands in the NoDelay (2042 ms) condition than in Delay (2294 ms) con-dition. Note that this results includes all command selections for both condi-tions, regardless of the mode they were selected in for the Delay condition.To the least, it suggests that in our experiment, the potential benefits of us-ing mark-mode did not compensate the cost of having to wait in menu-mode,overall. Regarding error rate, participantsmade significantlymore errors withDelay (4.2%) than with NoDelay (1.3%). We also found that Error Rate signifi-cantly increased with Blocks overall, but a Marking Menu×Block interactioneffect revealed that Block levels are not different fromeach other in theNoDe-lay. In the Delay condition, however, the last two blocks had more errors, re-spectively 6.9% and 8.5%, as the result of more attempts to select commandsin mark mode.Finally, since there is one single mode of command selection in the NoDe-lay condition, it is complicated to contrast command selection for practice usethe usual way which consists in comparing mark mode usage and commandselection time. Therefore, we needed some measure of Practiced Use for theNodelay. In order to properly compare practiced performance between con-ditions, we identify the Blocks in which Selection Time stabilized towards itsminimum (using Hsu’s HSB contrast), i.e. blocks 7 to 9. Regarding Selectiontime on these blocks, we no longer found an effect of Marking Menu con-dition nor any interaction effect. Finally, we broke down Selection time intoexecution time and preparation time (Figure 3.18). We found a significant ef-fect of Marking Menu on Execution time, revealing that the Delay conditionhad a shorter one (948ms) than the NoDelay condition (1130ms). However,we also found an effect of Marking Menu on Preparation time, with the Delaycondition having a longer one (830ms) than the NoDelay condition (569ms).
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In summary, for practiced use, we find no significant difference betweenDelay and NoDelay in terms of Selection Time, and that while Execution Timeis lower with Delay (182 ms difference), it is compensated by a lower Prepara-tion Time (261 ms difference) for NoDelay.
3.5.3 Focusing on the extremely practiced performance
In the previous study, we did not find strong evidence that theDelay conditionwould significantly outperform the NoDelay in practiced use. Moreover, De-lay suffered from higher error rates and reaction times, even when selectingcommands consistently in mark mode. However, it may be that, with suffi-cient practice, users could reach a theoretical level of perfect expertise – au-tonomic response – that would result in an overall performance benefit. Thus,we designed a second study to balance the need for the “best case” of an auto-nomic response, versus the confound of anticipation, or the cost of decidingwhat selection to perform.We recruited 8 participants who, similarly to the previous study, had to per-form sequences of command selections usingMarkingMenus. The differencelies in the fact that they always had to select the same two commands withinaMarkingMenu of 64 items (8x8). Participants performed 8 blocks of 10 selec-tions per command for each condition. At the end of these 8 blocks, we askedparticipants to select the two target commands 4 times each, using a direc-tional arrow as instruction, to obtain a lowest possible command selectiontime.
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Results are illustrated Figure 3.19. This time, we found a significant differ-ence on gesture execution time, which was shorter in the Delay condition(mean 663 ms vs. 873 ms with NoDelay). This difference directly translatedinto a shorter Selection time (mean 1380 ms, vs. 1633 ms with NoDelay), i.e. atotal improvement of about 250 ms. These results suggest that, after exten-sive training with two targets only, command selection in mark mode withDelay marking menus is shorter than with No Delay.
3.5.4 Assessing the visual disruption of Marking Menus
WhenMarkingMenus were introduced, the rationale for not instantly display-ing them was that they can “be distracting” and “obliterate part of the screen”[67].In order to test these assumptions, we conducted a third experiment thatrelied on a simple yet realistic graphic arrangement task. 16 participants wereinstructed to recreate a reference image (cartoons and flow charts displayedin the top panel of our application), in a below panel by “spawning” and mod-ifying graphical items using a marking menu and direct manipulation (seeFigure 3.20 for an example). A right-button mouse press triggered a two-levelmarking menu containing the various available graphical items, organized incategories. Upon selection, the graphical item spawned onto the page un-der the cursor. The position of these items could be adjusted by drag-and-dropping them within the panel using the left mouse button. A right-buttonpress on any of these items triggered a contextual marking menus contain-ing itemmanipulation commands, such as “send to back”, “rotate”, etc. whoseeffects were applied upon selection.To compare the subjective experience of Delay and No Delay, in addition tocapturing spontaneous comments expressed during the tasks using a think-aloud protocol, participants were given after each condition a questionnairewith various questions (see Figure 3.21).Regarding the results, first, note that in the Delay condition, 34% of com-mand selections were performed entirely in mark mode, suggesting that ap-proximately one selection out of three was without visual appearance of themenu. Despite this, subjective evaluations showed general patterns for bothconditions. Performance-relatedquestionswith the already remembered items(a, b) earned neutral or favorable scores (4–7). Only one participant scoredabove 5 on question (g) (No Delay condition), indicating that participants werenot generally affectedby occlusion.Only two individuals, both forDelay, scored
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Figure 3.20: An example of a user interacting with the drag and drop application. Ontop is the figure to recreate. On the bottom is the participant’s currentfigurewith an ongoingmenu selection. Icons in this figurewere designedby Freepik and Smashicons from www.flaticon.com

lower than neutral (4) on the questions onmemorizing (e) and real-world use(i).Of particular interest, the participants reported having the impression theylost focus of the main task more in the Delay condition (mean score 4, mostfrequent scores 1, 3, 4, and 7 each with N=3) than in the No-Delay condition(mean 2.56, most frequent score 1 with N=7). All other differences were non-significant.Finally, we did not observe a consensus among participants against Delayor No Delay marking menu in terms of disruption or disturbance. For exam-ple, P8 said they “didn’t find any disturbance [in NoDelay]” and P12mentioned“I noticed no disturbance or disruption [in No Delay] because I could alwayscontrol visibility of the marking menu by simply releasing the mouse button”.Only one participant (P6) reported an issuewith object occlusion in the NoDe-lay condition, specifically when attempting to rotate an arrow image: “I cannotseewhich direction the arrow currently is, so I don’t knowhow to rotate it. Thearrow is hidden, the menu should come somewhere else without hiding thepicture [...] The menu should not hide the existing element about to be ma-nipulated”. Nevertheless, this specific problem only affected one participantand would exist in both conditions for a person unfamiliar with the menustructure.
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I would consider using this menu 
interface in a real application.

The [Condition] made me 
lose focus on my main task.

I found it problematic when the menu 
interface hid the contents of the canvas.

I found the [Condition] 
disturbing/disruptive overall.

I was able to memorize the position 
of some items in the menu.

I was able to correctly select items whose 
location I did not know or did not remember.

I was able to quickly select items whose 
location I did not know or did not remember.

I was able to correctly select items 
whose location I already knew.

I was able to quickly select items 
whose location I already knew.
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Figure 3.21: Results of the subjective assessments of participants between a standardand a zero-delay Marking Menus

3.5.5 Reflecting on a zero-delay Marking Menu
The findings of the first study suggest strong benefits for the No Delay duringthe learning phase, and therefore, for all commands a user might be unfa-miliar with. They also suggest that users made fewer errors in absence of adelay. On the other hand, the results of study 2 demonstrate that users takeless time to select commands in the Delay condition, but it required an exten-sive training suggesting that this small benefit might be present for only veryfew commands. However, it remains unclear whether users would be able toreach expertise with enough commands for the delay to be beneficial over-all when novice, practiced, and expert behaviors are considered altogether.For sure, it is unrealistic to expect a user to remember a complete menu lay-out: even the best projections would be far from selecting all commands inmarkmode after extensive use, reaching a proportion over 55% only when forextremely long delays (more than 2 seconds long) imposing a heavy cost onnovice interaction and significantly increasing error rate [73].The most surprising and controversial result in this work is the lack of sub-jective impact of visual disruption. In our third study, we note limited issues
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around the alleged visual occlusion, even thoughmark modewas used 34% ofthe time during the Delay condition. In fact, we noted significantly more im-pact due to the cost of Delay than issueswith occlusion. However, in hindsightit is questionable whether this result should be surprising: Previous modelson command selection in linear menus [17,35] include no temporal cost thatresults from visual disruption, and still correlate perfectly with user perfor-mance. Regardless, visual disruption may also be an over-stated issue: whileone way to eliminate visual disruption caused by occlusion is to avoid dis-playing the menu, partial transparency of the menu may also allow users tocontinue to see underlying content without the need to include novice modepenalty and increased error rate in marking menus.Overall, this work opens similar questions regarding other command se-lection techniques that rely on delay-separated modes and paves the way toexplore alternative adaptations of Marking Menus or other mode delimiters.
3.6 LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE DESIGN OF RECOGNITION-READY COM-

MAND SELECTION MECHANISMS

In this chapter, I presented several interaction techniques for command se-lection that are recognition-ready, that is that they were designed with thepremise that they should show the commands to the user and mostly trusttheir visual perception. Yet, all these command selectionmechanisms remainefficient from a command selection time perspective compared to their recall-based counterpart. More interesting, we did not find evidence that the visualaid that was provided to users in several projects had actually any negativeeffect on users’ subjective opinion, unlike what had been claimed evidence-lessly in previous work, and repeated several times since by the community,including myself.Theseworkmakeme posit the hypothesis that explicit memorization, recallandmodesarenotnecessary for efficient command selection. Themyth thatit would be might come from the fact that so-called shortcuts introduced inthe 80s, typically keyboard shortcuts as an alternative to pointer-based com-mand activation, rely on two different input modalities that simply cannotcompete from an execution time perspective. A direct command selectionusing a key-chord, once learned and practiced, will always be faster than a hi-erarchical pointer-based command selection. Therefore, the question shouldbe how can we train and assist users in keyboard-based command selection,rather than whether it is a shortcut or not. Indeed, we did see in severalprojects that even though these techniques do not need users to explicitly
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memorize a gestural shortcut or key-chord correspondence, other implicitmemorization mechanism might come into play and be a side effect of usingthe recognition-based interaction, even though users systematically have avisual aid. We could witness this in the ExposeHK usage and SoftCuts memo-rization tests.On very long term, maybe these recognition-ready techniques might benegatively impacting the best command selection time one might reach, butsuch evidence should be provided as well. And even if it is the case, shall thedesigns negatively affect users for all commands they are not highly familiarwith, and continuously during their familiarization process, just for the bene-fits of very few commands that will be repeated somany times that not havinga visual aid systematically displayed would save a few milliseconds?





4COMMUN ICAT ING INTERACT ION POSS IB I L I T I E S

4.1 INTERACTION MECHANISMS NEED TO BE DISCOVERED

In the previous section, we saw the specific case of interaction with severalmodalities, the problem(s) associated with having two modalities and theirassociated transitions, and showed efficient interaction does not necessarilyneed multiple modalities or modes. Another problem inherent to the exis-tence of two distinct modalities is the fact that users need to be aware of thealternative methods in order to be able to adopt it. This issue was particu-larly salient to me in 2013 when I did work on the ExposeHK project. Whenpilot studying the experimental procedure, several participants did not usea single keyboard shortcut, and as such, did not realize they could exposekeyboard shortcuts by pressing a modifier key. To overcome this issue, allthree studies included explicit instruction and practice with ExposeHK priorto experimental tasks. But the question of how it would be discovered andused in practice remained. I briefly mentioned this issue of not discovering amodality in the seminal publication of the Skillometers [79] project, when I de-scribed the intermodal improvement performance domain, emphasizing theneed of Awareness of other modalities. Interestingly, this resonates with onecomment that we received from Gordon Kurtenbach when we interviewedhim by e-mail for the ZeroDelay Marking menus project1, described section3.5, where he noted that with a “very small delay, some users never used themarks”, but also that “many people have to be told about mark mode. Theydon’t seem to discover it”. Complementary to this, Nicole Pong, a PhD studentI supervised, investigated the interaction with “signifier-less” user interfaces,and more specifically Swhidgets (portmanteau for Swipe-revealed hidden wid-gets), widgets that by default are entirely hidden under another interface ele-ment or the screen bezels [HDR12]. In her work, she conducted a study thatrevealed that even though users are aware of a moderate number of thesewidgets that must be explicitly revealed by the user, they never know all ofthem. In addition, they very rarely figure out the existence of these controlsdirectly via the interface, but mostly through external sources, be it becausethey witnessed someone else using it or watched a tutorial video [99].
1 I refer the reader to the corresponding publication for details about this exchange [HDR7]
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I posit that when an interaction possibility is not explicitly (visually) com-municated to the user, it is therefore harder to recognize and in the end, todiscover. Event though interactive systems design guidelines almost system-atically highlight how important it is for the user to be able to “figure out whatactions are possible and where and how to perform them” [94], and how in-teractive systems inputs and features should be discoverable. Yet, the intro-duction and validation of novel input methods and features, be it in researchpapers or commercial products, almost systematically ignore how the sys-
tem could foster the discovery of thesemechanisms besides by “providinghelp and documentation” [92]. How such input methods could be discoveredin practice are usually limited to a paragraph, or a subsection at best, in thediscussion sections of the paper, just like I did in the ExposeHK paper [HDR10].The poor discoverability of an input method can significantly impact theadoption of an interactive system. This problem can be typically illustratedwith the introduction of force input that was available in touch-based devices(e.g. Apple iPhones, Huawei Mate S) not so long ago: research in HCI has re-peatedly demonstrated the potential benefits of using force input for increas-ing users’ bandwidth [6,37,55]. Yet, while supported, force-input remains re-stricted in current touch-based OS, and analysts suggest Apple did removeit from their most recent iPhones 2 because of the cost of embedding force-sensing technologies into smartphones for something that “nobody is reallyusing”.I argue that when available in modern smartphones, if force-based input isbarely used it is not because it is not useful, but simply because users do notknow when it is supported, do not know what they could achieve with it andare not taught how to use it.This problem is not restricted to force-input, and exists regardless of thecomputing system considered, including gestural interaction (What are theavailable gestures and how can I make sure that the system will properly rec-ognize them?) or more exotic environments such as Mixed Reality (What canI do in a world where my avatar has virtually endless capabilities?).In this chapter, I will reflect on the discoverability and communicability of in-teraction. First, I will summarize a work that reviews the different definitionsof discoverability and clarify the concept. Then, I will describe how providinga simple visual feedback on force-based input can help to discover this inputcapabilities. After, I will report on a study investigating how in-place touchinputs could be visually communicated by interface widgets. Finally, I will de-

2 https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2018/8/27/17787938/
apple-new-iphone-3d-touch-pencil-support-missing

https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2018/8/27/17787938/apple-new-iphone-3d-touch-pencil-support-missing
https://www.theverge.com/circuitbreaker/2018/8/27/17787938/apple-new-iphone-3d-touch-pencil-support-missing
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scribe a work attempting to communicate micro-gestural interaction visuallyto the user, including for interaction in a mixed reality context.
4.1.1 Discoverability and Communicability
Discovering that a specific interaction is possible is the first step towards en-gaging and utilizing an interactive technology. Such initial discoveries rely onusers’ having the ability to perceive relevant parts of a system, comprehendthem as such and interpret their functionality correctly.Being able to perceive the availability of interaction possibilities is of par-ticular importance in modern devices, which tend to support more diverseinput methods. This is exacerbated as visual guidance in the interface is atthe same time reduced, possibly to minimize visual clutter [98, 99]. With thisinitial discovery harder to achieve, users can completely miss an interactionpossibility that would help to use a system to its full potential [4,61].In order to investigate the persistence of discovery problems and possi-ble solutions, Eva Mackamul, a PhD student I co-supervise with Géry Casiez,did survey the concept of discoverability when referring to user interactionwith systems. Its definitions vary, but generally describes users encounteringsomething new that they were not previously aware of, therefore discoveringit. The term was popularized by Don Norman who describes it through thefollowing question:“Is it possible to even figure out what actions are possible and where and howto perform them?” [94]However, this definition remains relatively high level and ambiguous. In themore specific context of HCI, we split discoverability into three focus areas:
• System discoverability is concerned with whether users notice and recog-nize a novel system as something they can interact with, for instance thatthey can interact with a public display in a mall.
• Interaction discoverability is concerned with whether users can identifyand successfully use novel interaction and input methods when they en-counter them without instruction or guidance, for instance that an iOS iconcan be force pressed to reveal a menu.
• Feature discoverability is concerned with users’ ability to discover fea-tures or functionalities they were previously unaware of while using a sys-tem, for instance that a command to comment a block of text is available ina programming IDE.
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While this separation between different discoverabilities has been implicitwith research specifying a focus on interaction discoverability [33] or featurediscoverability [108], these focus areas have not been collated and consid-ered in relation to one another. This is unfortunate given that, even thoughthey are separate considerations, these different discoverabilities are inter-connected.In an unpublished work (that I will not describe in this document) we re-view, among others, the use of Discovery in HCI and clarify how the conceptconnects to other important design properties. Of particular interest is thenotion of Communicability, introduced within Human-Computer Interactionin the book The semiotic engineering of human-computer interaction by Clarissede Souza [42]. She describes communicability as “the distinctive quality of in-teractive computer-based systems that communicate efficiently and effectively tousers their underlying design intent and interactive principles”. In other words,communicability presents a system perspective of the discovery and compre-hension process but without actually focusing on whether users will perceivethese principles. Instead, it focuses on the system’s ability to communicate itspurpose and interactivity to the user.Back in the years, paper manuals were provided when one was buying aninteractive system or software. For manifold reasons, such as because theycost to print or to avoid waste, instruction manuals are now less and less pro-vided. But another possible reason might be that readers simply do not readthem [22]. These instruction manuals have been moved to manufacturers’websites that users may still not read [22], or have been replaced by onlinetutorials or demonstrations in keynotes or advertisements [87] that only themost tech-savvy users would watch.Regardless, in an increasingly complex technological world, the first condi-tion for allowing one to operatewith interactive systems is the ability to detectand properly interpret what we are confronted with. My main concern doesnot lie in the fact that manuals are not provided anymore, they have alwaysbeen away from where and when the help is needed, and requiring users toexplicitly read them. It lies in the fact that, I believe, the graphical interfaceitself should try to communicate input possibilities to the user. Indeed, themain approach interaction designers use to instruct about a system and com-municate interaction possibilities directly from the system itself is via in-apptutorials that are displayed on first launch. These tour guide or onboarding [63]tutorials are rich and useful. However, they expose the user to too much in-formation and at a time it is not directly needed.
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4.2 COMMUNICATING FORCE-BASED TOUCH-INTERACTION FOR TEXT SE-
LECTION

As discussed above in section 4.1, previous iPhone models used to supportforce-based input, that is, that they sensed how strong a finger in contact witha surface was pushing that surface. Force-sensing capabilities had alwaysmo-tivated the design of novel input techniques that would increase user interac-tion possibilities (e.g. [6,37]). Of course, these work always took users’ aware-ness of the input modalities for granted and never considered how this couldbe communicated to the user. Like many before us, motivated by the force-sensing capabilities of certainmodels of iPhone, Alix Goguey, Carl Gutwin andI worked on how force-based input could be leveraged to improve text selec-tion on smartphones.Indeed, text selection on touch-based devices can be a difficult task forusers. The difficulties arise because letters and words are small targets, whileour fingers are relatively large, making both targeting inaccurate and visualocclusion. As a result, since direct touch alone is too imprecise and difficultto rely on it exclusively for text selection, mobile platforms embed several ad-ditions to overcome this problem: magnifier views [117], selection handles, orword snapping.With the introduction of force-sensitive touchscreens on iPhone 6S, yet an-other augmentation had been added to text selection. It made use of force,in the sense that user could perform a sequence of hard presses, as a wayto switch between word-level, sentence-level, and paragraph-level text selec-tion. However, the force capabilities in this technique had no visual signifiersto inform users that they could rely on this feature.It is, however, important for infrequent users that the system exposes thefeatures of the technique, especially that the device force-sensing capabilitiesof the device are mapped to text-selection granularity. In that respect, visualsignifiers should invite the user to explore the possibilities of the technique,and should not hide information about the interaction mechanisms. For ex-ample, force-based selection in iOS enables sentence-level and paragraph-level selection features, but these are hidden from the user –most users prob-ably discover this feature by accident, through social suggestion or by readingonline documentation. In contrast, the visual signifiers of handles probablyemphasize that interactions with handles are possible.
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4.2.1 The force-based text selection techniques
In this work, we proposed two novel force-based text-selection techniques:ForceSelect (FS) and ForceSelect High-Pressure (FSHP).Both techniques, as well as the default iOS text selection technique thatcould be used on iPhone XS and 6S under iOS 10, exploited force sensed inputto modify the magnitude of the text selection. Typically, ForceSelect (Figure4.1-left) maps the force sensed by the touchscreen to the granularity of textselection: the higher is the force, the more text is selected. FSHP also mapsforce directly to the granularity of text selection, but will eventually validate agranularity only if force was maintained at that level for a given time (300ms).Finally, the NORMAL iOS technique also uses force, but does not map it di-rectly to the granularity of text selection. Instead, the user can increase anddecrease the force applied (simulating a physical press action) which results inselecting the word located below the finger and displaying two cursors rightbefore (respectively after) the first (last) character of the word. Moving themagnifier around snaps one of the text selection handles to the nearest wordwhile the other cursor stays at its initial position. If the user performs anotherpress action, the cursors disappear and moving the magnifier highlights theword under the finger. Additional presses on the screen cycle through thesetwo modes. Three rapid presses enable a similar snapping mode at the sen-tence level, and four enables snapping at the paragraph level. We refer thereader to the original publication [HDR6] for details on how force is exploitedin detail by each technique.That being said, how force is exploited by each technique to modify thegranularity of text selection is somewhat irrelevant in the context of thismanuscript.What is not, however, is the fact that these techniques all use a magnificationlens (see Figure 4.1-right) to assist user’s in text selection, and that the magni-fication lens of FS and FSHP have been specifically tailored to assist users intheir interaction and communicate the fact that the techniques exploit force-sensing. With FS and FSHP, The top semicircle around the magnifier shows amode gauge whose background is segmented into five colored sections. Thegauge represents the amount of force applied by the finger. If the force re-mains in the light-pressure region of the gauge (colored blue), moving thefinger moves a cursor which is snapped to the closest character. Pressingharder (moving the gauge’s indicator above the blue region) fixes the initialcursor and starts the manipulation of a second cursor Returning to the light-pressure region fixes the second cursor and enters a clutchmode: themagni-fier can be moved around without changing the cursors’ positions. Pressing
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If we make haste, said Lydia, as they walked along, 
perhaps we may see something of Captain Carter 
before he goes. In Meryton they parted. The two 
youngest repaired to the lodgings of one of the officers 
wives, and Elizabeth continued her walk alone, 
crossing field after field at a quick pace, jumping over 
stiles and springing over puddles with impatient 
activity, and finding herself at last within view of the 
house, with weary ankles, dirty stockings, and a face 
glowing with the warmth of exercise.
 
She was shown into the breakfast-parlour, where all 
but Jane were assembled, and where her appearance 
created a great deal of surprise. That she should have 
walked three miles so early in the day, in such dirty 
weather, and by herself, was almost incredible to Mrs 
Hurst and Miss Bingley, and Elizabeth was convinced 
that they held her in contempt for it. She was 
received, however, very politely by them, and in their 
brother manners there was something better than 
politeness, there was good humour and kindness. Mr 
Darcy said very little, and Mr Hurst nothing at all. The 
former was divided between admiration of the 
brilliancy which exercise had given to her complexion, 
and doubt as to the occasion’s justifying her coming so 
far alone. The latter was thinking only of his breakfast.
 
Her inquiries after her sister were not very favourably 
answered. Miss Bennet had slept ill, and though up, 
was very feverish, and not well enough to leave her 
room. Elizabeth was glad to be taken to her 
immediately, and Jane, who had only been withheld by 
the fear of giving alarm or inconvenience from 
expressing in her note how much she longed for such 
a visit, was delighted at her entrance. She was not 
equal, however, to much conversation, and when Miss 
Bingley left them together, could attempt little besides 
expressions of gratitude for the extraordinary kindness 
she was treated with.
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Figure 4.1: Left: Example of text selection using ForceSelect. The user performs a long-press that displays the calloutmagnifier. Keeping the force in the characterlevel, the user adjusts its position by moving her finger. She then pressesharder to start the manipulation of the second cursor. If she releases herfinger while the force is at the sentence level of the “mode gauge”, she willselect the whole paragraph. If she releases her finger while the force is atthe character level, she will only select what is between the two cursors;Right: Close-up of the “mode gauge”. Also, notice in the background twotypes of text highlighting: dark highlighting covers between both handlesand light highlighting acts as a feedforward of which portion of text will beselected if the user released her finger (here the whole paragraph)

harder again captures the closest cursor for manipulation, until the clutchmode is entered again.
4.2.2 Evaluating the discoverability of these techniques
In the research paper summarizing our work on Force-based text selectionon touchscreen [HDR6], we conducted two studies — one that examined per-formance on a variety of selection tasks, and one that examined the discov-erability of the novel techniques. In this section, I summarize the latter.We recruited daily users of touchscreen as participants, none that had useda force-sensitive screen before. We tested both ForceSelect techniques (FSand FSHP), as well as the apple system baseline. For each technique, partici-pants were first presented with a “playground” application, so they could ex-plore the text-selection technique. Participants were informed that the touch-screen had force sensing capabilities, that tapping on the screen would resetthe selection, and that a long press would trigger the selection mode. How-ever, no information was given regarding how the techniques worked or howthe force applied to the touchscreen is mapped the range of text selected.Participants were invited to notify the experimenter once they felt comfort-able with the technique after what, the participant was asked to complete 2
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blocks of various text selections. After that, the experiment moved on to thenext technique. The experiment concluded with an open interview.For FS, all participants discovered the main force-based principle of thetechnique, even though they did not all understood the specific mechanicsof the technique afterwards. Notably, 4 of them did not understand that longpressing back on the screenwould refine the selection of one handle only, (i.e.physical clutch), but they all suggested in the interview, possibly presumptu-ously, that they would have found this functionality eventually. For FSHP, allparticipants but one discovered the force-based principle of the technique,but three did not discover the physical clutching mechanism (i.e. lifting offthe finger and long-pressing back on the screen); two others discovered thephysical clutching mechanism but not the high-pressure clutch (i.e. keepingthe finger in contact and pressing to the red region to unlock the gauge). Forthe iOS baseline, however, results were mixed. While all participants simu-lated a button press while in contact with the screen, which would highlightthe word underneath the finger, two did it by accident and were not ableto reproduce it without help from the experimenter (that reminded that thetouchscreen had force-sensing capabilities), and one had issues reproducingit consistently. Only twoparticipants discovered that an additional force-presswhile in contact would select at the word level (one by frustration and onewhile demonstrating interaction to the experimenter), and none that a tripleforce-press would adapt to the word level.The primary contribution of the ForceSelect project lied in the novel force-based technique as well as the continuous feedback that the gauge offered tothe user to understand how the technique worked. We compared the novelForceSelect techniques to the iOS baseline as it was the state-of-the-art atthat time. It is important to note, however, that the ForceSelect techniquesdiffered from the baseline on two main aspects. First, with the ForceSelecttechniques, text-selection granularity was continuously mapped to force in-put, while it was discretely mapped to it for the iOS Baseline. Second, theForceSelect techniques had a visual feedback about force-sensing whereasthe iOS baseline had note. In our study, participants understood more easilyhow force was mapped to text-selection granularity than with the iOS base-line. However, this study was conducted with 6 participants only. Moreover,the above-mentioned difference in terms of how force input is mapped totext-selection granularity is a confounding factor on whether the principles ofthe techniques were better communicated thanks to the gauge, or if the tech-niqueswere simply easier to apprehend. Regardless, I believe that once again,the iOS default technique is a typical example of minimalist design where in-teractive principles could be communicated to the user but are not without
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any real reasons. The gauge that we decided to display for the ForceSelecttechniques occupies barely any additional screen space and a similar feed-back could be included with virtually any text-selection technique.
4.3 COMMUNICATING IN-PLACE TOUCH-INPUT

In the previous section, I described a work conducted on force-based textselection technique, but force sensing has been used in commercial devicesto perform other operations than selecting text. For example, it was used asa way to activate a menu on home screen buttons on the iPhone 6S. Manyresearch projects also explored how force input could be used to improveinteraction [6,37,55]Note that force input is only one of the possible parameter of a touch-input.Others, like dwell (long-press) or double-taps are also used to increase the ex-pressiveness of a direct touch input. We refer to these inputs as in-place touchinputs, single finger contacts that enrich the expressiveness of the interactionwithout moving across the surface. Just like force-input, these inputs are usu-ally barely signified to users, and without visual signifiers (i.e. depictions sig-nalling what can be done), these potentially useful inputs remain unknownor underutilized. In the absence of visual signifiers aiding the perception ofinput opportunities, it is left to the users guesswork which input method isavailable to them at any given point. For example, althoughmost users can beexpected to be familiar with the input of dwelling on a widget, theymay fail todeduce when the interaction is meaningful in a given context. Typically, userscan dwell on application buttons on home-screens ormessages inmessagingapplications to access shortcut menus. But they can also dwell on their cam-era feed, gallery button, quoted tweets, Instagram stories and slack reactionsto name a few. This creates uncertainty as input is not systematically used oravailable, leaving a heavy burden on the user to accurately anticipate whenand where a given input is available. The absence of visual signifiers placesa high burden on users to discover and recall when which input method isavailable to allow full access to features.With Eva Mackamul, a PhD student co-supervised with Géry Casiez, we de-cided to focus specifically on expanding the perception of possible inputs be-yond the conventional ‘Tap’ on UI elements in touch interfaces, and to explorehow in-place touch inputs could be communicated to the user directly by theinterface design.
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4.3.1 Design space for visually signifying in-place touch inputs
To explore how visual signifiers could communicate specific interaction pos-sibilities, we propose a design space (see Figure 4.2) focused on the followingcharacteristics:
Timing. Describes when and for how long a signifier is displayed by the in-terface. The main separation considered in this respect is between signifiersthat are permanently displayed and those temporarily displayed (concurrentlyto interaction). We consider signifiers to be permanent if displayed before,during, and after the interaction; and temporary if displayed during and im-mediately after the interaction. A finer consideration between different levelsof temporary visibility exceeds the scope of this study but may be worth con-sidering in future work.
Proximity. We consider proximity to the point of interaction, which can in-fluence the perception of a signifier. It can highlight the connection of thesignifier to the widget in question by being close as well as increase the likeli-hood of the signifier being noticed by being displayed within the area of theusers focus. On the contrary, close proximity can also lead to the signifier be-ing occluded by the touch interaction. We propose three levels of proximity.On the widget: the visual signifier is superimposed on the widget in question,in our case the button. Vicinity of the widget: the signifier is displayed in thearea immediately surrounding thewidget, but not thewidget itself. Away fromthe widget: the signifier is visible elsewhere on the display but not connectedto the widget (e.g. the edges of the screen).
Explicitness. Describes how clearly the interaction is communicated to theuser and, consequently, howmuch interpretation, and possibly mental effort,is expected. We propose 5 levels of explicitness: Not at all explicit (signifiershave no link to the interaction intended to be signified.), Mirror (established)digital signifiers (commonly understood digital signifiers, e.g. progress bars),Mirror physical affordances (e.g. controls designed to resemble physical but-tons or switches), Descriptive (show how the system is considering the inputbut without instruction, e.g. countdowns that may show that the system isrecording the progression of time) and Explicit and Instructive (unambiguouslycommunicate interaction possibilities to the user and instruct them on howto use them, typically by using text).We used an approach inspired by the research through design methodol-ogy [125] in which we produce various designs to explore and reflect on thecharacteristics of the design space. More specifically, we created signifier de-signs for the three selected interaction methods (Double Tap, Dwell, ForcePress) combining different levels of explicitness, timing and proximity. The
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Figure 4.2: Visual representation of the signifier design space featuring the character-istics Explicitness, Timing and Proximity. Each characteristic then includesthe levels considered for it which are represented through text as wellas small graphical representations. Where characteristics are consideredto be influencing the visibility of a signifier is indicated through the curlybracket

created Designs are instances of a signifier, featuring characteristics exploredin the design space. To limit confounding factors, we used buttons, whichare widely used and can be expected to be familiar to most users. The de-sign space was filled semi-systematically (see corresponding publication fordetails [HDR9]) and we created a broad group of designs (36) which are pre-sented in Figure 4.3, covering the design space broadly and fulfilling themajor-ity of possibilities. The only designs which have been previously implementedor tested, are 01 (default button design from most touch-based OS systems),24 (found in themobile application Adobe Fresco Version 4.4.2 where they sig-nify a possible dwell by a small triangle, mirroring the same functionality andsignifier in Adobe desktop applications), and 15 and 25 (which are adaptedfrom existing research on signifying touch-based interaction [10,41]).
4.3.2 Investigating the communicability of proposed designs
We conducted two studies in order to investigate how the proposed designswould actually signify and communicate efficiently the corresponding in-placetouch inputs.We first conducted a remote online survey to establish which input partic-ipants perceive as possible with a given Design. The survey relies on videosthat present each Design implemented in a button, placed on a grid similar toa smartphone home screen, and being ‘tapped’ by a finger. For each Design,participants are invited to select from a list all inputs they consider to be pos-
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Figure 4.3: Table of designs filling the design space. Each design is displayed along-side the design space icons that apply to it and a text description. Thevertical strip on the right displays the assumed signified interaction
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sible with the button. 32 participants recruited via direct message and aged22 to 58 years completed this online survey.We then conducted an in laboratory interactive user study. Participants hadto interact with the experimental software that consisted of a mobile applica-tion featuring a home screen grid populated with gray squares with one De-sign featured in themiddle, mirroring the online study. At the top, a text is dis-played which states “You can start” until the participant starts interacting withthe button. If the input performed was the specific input supported by thedesign, the experiment moved to the next design. When any other input wasperformed on the button, it was counted as an error. The experiment auto-maticallymoved to the next design after 6 errors. Participantswere instructedto progress through all Designswhilemaking the least errors possible, and en-couraged to comment on their thought process throughout. They were toldthat one of the inputs they just indicated familiarity with would achieve thisand that it may vary between Designs, but were given no further guidanceon how to achieve this beyond the visual signifiers in the Designs themselves.The experiment was completed by 24 participants aged 20 to 59.

Figure 4.4: Experimental interfaces used during our experiments. Left: the onlineweb-based interface used during the survey; Right: a participant interact-ing with the software platform used for the laboratory study
Results of both studies suggested that in general, visual signifiers do in-crease the perception of available inputs. Basically, when examining whichinputs were assumed to be available in study 1, the vast majority of designscreated for ‘Double Tap’, ‘Dwell’ and ‘Force Press’ resulted in participants se-lecting more possible inputs than the baseline ‘01 Basic’. When consideringwhich inputs participants attempted first in study 2, out of the 1200 total in-teractions, the first input performed was ‘Dwell’ (400 times), ‘Tap’ (393 times),
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‘Double Tap’ (173 times), ‘Force Press’ (155 times) and ‘Swipe’ (79 times), show-ing that participants frequently attempted different inputs than ‘Tap’.Regardingwhether theDesigns convey the intended inputs, looking at study2 and using an arbitrary threshold of 75% to consider that a Design commu-nicates the assumed input, which means that above 75% of participants con-sidered this input as possible to perform with the corresponding Design, wefound 22 Designs that communicate at least one of the assumed inputs. Look-ing in detail for each input, we found 9/16 Designs for ‘Double Tap’, 16/20 for‘Dwell’, 9/14 for ‘Force Press’. Note that looking at these assumed inputs isnot the ultimate aim of our study as, in the end, what matters is what inputsparticipants did report suggesting which affordances were perceived. Con-sidering the same 75% threshold and only when participants attempted thecorrect input for each Design, only 2 Designs. If examining only the first inter-action performed by each user, only 8 Designs pass the 75% threshold, but itrapidly increases to 21 Designs when extending this to the first two interactionattempts of each user.Finally, of particular interest, participants generally preferred the inclusionof signifiers over a baseline without them. While most Designs received vary-ing preference ratings, they were widely preferred over a complete absenceof signifiers.While preliminary, these studies were still informative on various aspects.First, users prefer added visual signifiers, at least in the context of such ex-periment. This may go against current trend in graphical design that tendsto rely on minimalists visuals, but at least, it suggests that added visual signi-fiers may not repel users. Moreover, despite the lack of significant differencein performance for some Designs and inputs in study 2, all but 2 Designs wereperceived as less mentally demanding. This suggests that these Designs canstill improve the subjective experience when these inputs should be commu-nicated. This is further supported by participants indicating a significant pref-erence for the Designs with added visual signifiers over the baseline exceptthe aforementioned 2 Designs. Overall, this work suggests the feasibility andusefulness of visually communicating input possibilities for improving userexperience with a widget.
4.4 COMMUNICATING SINGLE-HAND MICROGESTURES

Single-handmicrogestures are a subset of gestures that can be performed bysubtly moving one or more fingers from one hand without needing to movethe arm nor the wrist. They present various advantages, such as versatility in
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the context of use (eye-free, hand-free or not), ease of execution (avoidanceof the “Gorilla arm” effect [56]), and a better social acceptance than largerscale gesture-based interactions thanks to their subtlety [31,32,75].The research area of microgestural interaction has focused on elaboratingrelevant sets of microgestures through elicitation studies [31,75,78], evaluat-ing the end-users’ performances [23,60,109] or designing and implementatingsystems and devices that sense and recognize such microgestures [101, 119].However, as for any other gesture-based interactions, usingmicrogestures asinputs requires to be aware of which gestures are available and which com-mands they may activate. And similarly to other gesture-based interactions,very little work had been dedicated to this question. As a result, the diversityof visual representations used formicrogestures can be confusing. Practition-ers encounter similar issues as they tend to use crib-sheets along with videotutorials to depict gesture-based interaction [9,80].Vincent Lambert, a PhD student atUniversitéGrenoble-Alpes that I remotelyco-supervise with Prof. Laurence Nigay and Dr Alix Goguey, decided to inves-tigate how microgestures could intelligibly be presented. More precisely, wecompared distinct visual characteristics which constitute the basis of micro-gesture representations for both static (e.g. in a crib-sheet) and dynamic im-age (e.g. in video tutorials). For that, we produced 21 different “families” ofrepresentations, each family representing 4microgestures with similar visualdesigns in static and in dynamic (for a total of 8 visual designs per family).These families have been assessed in an online experiment, and we kept the4 bests to test them in context using an Augmented Reality (AR) headset withthe ambition of refining our quantitative results by qualitative information.
4.4.1 Producing visual representations of microgestures
In order to produce a comprehensive set of microgestures families, we re-viewed previous work on microgesture in order to analyze how researchershad represented microgestures (e.g. [29, 30, 59, 78, 109]), as well as reviewedmore general work on how to visually represent gestures [8,88]. In particular,this work builds on top of the work of Axel Antoine [HDR1], a PhD student Ico-supervised with Gery Casiez who worked on the design and production ofillustrative figures of interaction [5]. During his PhD, Axel proposed a taxon-omy of such illustrations in which he classified techniques used by the HCIcommunity for visually representing interaction scenarios, notably motion,interactors and dynamic [8].
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Expanding Axel’s taxonomy and combining it with other taxonomies andexisting visual representations (e.g. [21, 88]), we focused on 4 categories thatcan be used to represent different parts of a microgesture: the trajectory, its
direction, the actuator and receiver, and emphasis tools.
Trajectory is mainly represented by different kinds of Lines. Curves andbroken lines are usedmainly to represent symobilic microgestures, e.g. circleor square symbols, and also movements of the tip of a finger. Another strat-egy to depict the trajectory in static images, is the use of a stroboscopic effectto display multiple positions through time [39,88].
Direction is mainly indicated by Arrows. Associated with Lines or morerarely used as a pattern to shape a chevron [121], arrows indicate the direc-tion of a microgesture. Motion lines3 can also be used.
Actuator and receiver are often shown through Contact shapes. Theseshapes can vary along a continuum from shapes that exactly match the out-line of the finger or hand part described, to generic geometric shapes aboveor next to the part of the finger or hand described.
Emphasis tools are Effects that modify the aspect of a visual representa-tion. Examples of aspects of a visual representation include the line type, thefilling pattern, the color, and the level of transparency.Similarly to the work described section 4.3, we had a design space too largeto be systematically explored. We therefore produced a set of 21 families try-ing to pave the entire design space with sufficient diversity. These families areillustrated Figure 4.5.

4.4.2 Investigating communicability of the proposed designs
The methodology was similar to the methodology used in the previous sec-tion. We first conducted an online study, followed by a laboratory study. Wedeployed an online form presenting the 21 families, in which respondentswere asked to score how efficiently each graphical representation commu-nicates the corresponding microgesture. We recruited 45 unpaid volunteerswhomage ranged from 13 to 76 years old. Participants were asked to evaluatethe ability of each representation to efficiently communicate a given micro-gesture on a 6-point Likert item (Very bad, Bad, Quite bad, Quite good, Good,Very good).This first study evaluated the perceived efficiencies to graphically repre-sent microgestures on a computer screen with our 21 families, and providedinsights on which would work best. However, microgestures are frequently

3 See Motion lines [Wikipedia]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_lines
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Figure 4.5: Static representations of the 21 families for the tap, hold, swipe and flexmicrogestures
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deemed promising for Augmented Reality [45,101,119,126]. Therefore, in orderto refine the results of our first study, we conducted a qualitative controlledlaboratory study using anHololens 2 Augmented Reality headset. However, inorder to keep the study relatively short to minimize the risks of discompfortdue to AR [76] we decided to only test a subset of 4 families that had boththe best scores and distinct designs among the 8 bests families of the onlineexperiment. For that second study, we recruited 16 unpaid volunteers whomage ranged from 15 to 49 years old.Given the number of representations tested, I will not report specific re-sults discussing each of these representations. Instead, I remain at a relatively“high” level and refer the reader to the corresponding research paper for de-tails [HDR8].Regarding what information of a microgesture should be represented, theresults of both studies suggest possibly unsurprisingly that the more infor-mation is provided, the better. In general, representations that showedmoredetails (trajectory, direction, actuator and receiver) were preferred and moreefficient. That being said, results also suggest that what seems to matter themost is to present the actuator finger as we observed that every represen-tation that did not obtain negative results. Then, the most useful featuresseemed to be the trajectory and/or the direction that should be shown whenpossible. For cases where displayed information has to be limited, it is prefer-able to clearly show the trajectory of a microgesture. Indeed, explicitly repre-senting the direction can help to disambiguate outwhich finger is the actuatorand which is the receiverRegarding how information should be presented, arrows or partially trans-parent fingers should be preferred to show directions. Indeed, our resultssuggest that using arrows with a line is a good practice which allows greatflexibility in design, as all 4 families using arrows with a line were appreciatedby our participants. On the other hand, designers should be careful with vi-sual associations, as how the actuator and receiver are represented can yieldnegative results if the trajectory is not explicitly represented. As an example,one of the family using red and blue circles with symbols was relatively lowscored by our participants in the online experiment, while a similar one butusing empty/filled matching shapes was one of the preferred. Finally, our re-sults suggest that animations were preferred by respondents in the onlinestudy, but did not result in a better understanding of the microgestures inthe second one. Therefore, animations can be used to increase satisfaction,but are not needed to improve recognition of the available microgestures.
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4.5 WHY INTERACTION POSSIBILITIES SHOULD BE SHOWN

In this chapter, I reviewed work that was conducted on the communicabil-ity and discoverability of input techniques. Discoverability and communicabil-ity of interaction, while being deemed as important in virtually every designguidelines and textbook for interactive systemdesign, is extremely frequentlyoverlooked by the research community.These work have convinced me that this is a difficult problem that shouldbe a group effort from the community, and not remain buried in discussionsections because userswill eventually “figure it out”. Twomain factors actuallymake this problem difficult. First, there is no clear terminology on what isdiscoverability making it problematic to approach as a scientific concept [3,57]. Eva Mackamul tried to improve on this aspect in her work.Then, there is no accepted evaluation method or protocol for testing dis-coverability. Moreover, it is extremely complicated as one must found par-ticipants that are not aware of what is being tested, evaluate current users’knowledge of the tested interactionmethods, and implement a system that isconvincing and robust enough to conduct a fictional task to test it. Therefore,it is extremely complicated to test discoverability of interaction, and easierto test how it can be efficiently communicated to the user, which is what EvaMackamul and Vincent Lambert tested in their work.Regardless, what emerged is that in order to efficiently communicate inter-action possibilities, these interaction possibilities must be explicitly shownto the user. Once again, it means displaying more information to the user,but information that is important and needed to efficiently use a system, inorder to reduce the distance between where the information on how to in-teract with a system is needed and where it is currently provided (mostly onwebsites and tutorial videos).





5REFLECT ION AND CONCLUS ION

5.1 MY TWO CENTS ON INTERACTION AND INTERFACE DESIGN

5.1.1 Interactive systems are expecting too much from the user
The initial intentions behind the introduction of Graphical User Interfaceswere commendable. They heavily simplified the interaction with a computersystem and made it more accessible. My impression is, however, that theirsuccess resulted inmore andmore software developed, each relying onmoreand more features, a growth that original GUI designs could simply not copewith.As a result, commercial interactive systems and their GUIs do, inmyopinion,expect too much from the user. Users need to know what they can do withthe system and how they could do it. This requires users to know beforehandwhat is achievable, to go online to figure out the interaction possibilities thesystems fail to communicate, and they expect users to share this informationwith each others (via tutorials, observations, trainings, online tweets and blogposts, etc.). But they also expect users to remember all this information, andto recall it for later use. The reasons for this over-expectation are possiblymanifold.A possible one is that these systems usually all follow the same design pro-cess. They are first introduced with a relatively small number of applicationand features, few enough for being able to display all of it and not rely onhidden information that need users to magically discover it or require to re-member it. They then grow to the point where so many features are includedthat a reorganization is necessary, often taking the form of building (deep) hi-erarchies and hiding information. However, once the foundations of an oper-ating system have been set, usually to support only a few features, it is simplytoo costly to build again. This phenomenon could be witnessed with desktopcomputers, again with the modern touch-based devices such as iPhone andAndroid phones, and is likely to happen again with future computing systemsif we do not provide the product manufacturers with the theoretical and con-ceptual knowledge to anticipate this.

83
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Another possible reason might be more structural and lie in the fact thatinterface design nowadays is mostly driven by commercial product design-ers with various design objectives that might negatively impact usability attimes. For instance, they may put too much emphasis on aesthetic and ap-parent simplicity of a product because they are mostly interested in productsales, which need users to rapidly feel like they can use the system, even ifthat means that they don’t know how to do many other things as they maynot realize it anyway. A typical example of the opposition between systemdesign and product design might be found when in 2012 Tim Cook decided torestructure Apple, dismiss Scott Forstall [43], promote Jonathan Ive as headof Human Interface division at Apple [38], resulting in the release of iOS 7and introduction of flat design in the interface. From this time, the approachof iOS was articulated around the experience with the product, and not itsusability, possibly for better commercial success.Regardless, as an academic researcher, I don’t believe this iswhatwe shouldbe interested in. I, personally, am (obviously) not interested in product sales.I am not interested in providing guidelines and immediate actionable itemsthat designers can reproduce afterwards either. Design trends will always bedriven by big actors anyway (material design, UI guidelines). I am interested inexploring hypothesis, testing hypothesis, and see if alternatives are possible.And I believe that alternative interfaces and system designs exist that wouldbe usable while expecting much less from the users. The work I presentedin this document is an example of such design applied to GUIs for commandselection.
5.1.2 Interaction design is trapped in a local optimum because of a replicationcrisis
At the beginning ofmy research career I have designed interaction techniquesthat were inspired by previous work and reimplemented certain design char-acteristics that “made sense” without further questioning. The stereotypicalcase is the implementation of the rehearsal principle when working on theAugmented Letters [HDR13], FastTap [54] and FastTapAdjust [HDR5].I fear that I may not be the only HCI researcher that tends to re-implementexisting design characteristicswithoutwonderingwhether alternative designscould be better. Even worse (in my opinion), I had the impression that review-ers of the ZeroDelayMarkingMenu papers [HDR7] had difficulties to acknowl-edge that there might be value in an alternative design, and claimed that ifthis had been replicated for decades, then this must be because this is how
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this should be done. In that respect, I wonder whether the interaction designmight not about to get trapped in a local optimum because we tend to repli-cate what has been done, and claimed to work, without questioning further.We tend to replicate things and guidelines without questioning whether theyare actually correct and worth replicating, and what the sources of the prob-lems that led to these recommendations are.Interestingly, there are situations where these replications “clash” and re-sult in replicating one design characteristic over another. A great example ofthis is the non adaptation of transfer functions for touch-based and VR in-put techniques, because direct manipulation using a 1:1 mapping is the norm.Transfer functions, that are highly efficient for indirect desktop interaction[27], could be employed on these platforms as well, and yet, this is extremelyrare, possibly because designers might consider that a 1:1 mapping is a must.But why? Is this necessary? Would it bother the user if it wasn’t the case? Andif yes, wouldn’t it be possible to design a transfer function that would improveinteraction performance without being noticeable from users? I am glad andhappy that a few HCI researchers like Dan Vogel, Edward Lank and their col-leagues since decided to explore this alternative and demonstrated the ben-efit of such transfer functions [11, 118].Finally, users relationship with interactive systems evolve over time. Whatmight have been useful at one timemay not be so now, because technologieshave evolved, new use cases have emerged, users have changed in terms ofskills and habits, and more generally because it has changed at a societallevel. Once again, touch-based interfaces are a good example of this: a directtranslation of the MS Windows user interface to touch-based devices failedbecause it was not adapted to the technology (small screens, direct input)and use cases (mobility); since then, different interfaces have been proposedand this is now the norm in our society.
5.1.3 Learning and discoverability of interaction should be a standard for inter-action design publications
Research introducing novel interaction techniques usually validate these novelinteraction techniques by picking one or two metrics and providing evidencethat in a certain context, the novel interaction technique improves over thestate-of-the-art regarding thesemetrics. Thesemetricsmost of the time focuson the peak performance that a user can reach typically in terms of executiontime or precision. As an example, several work presenting variations of Mark-ing Menus focused their validation on the time required to perform the ges-
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ture to select a command [72,122,123], ignoring a possible reaction time, visualsearch, or thewhole learning process.We have seen in recent yearsmore andmore studies interested beyond performance, and observing learning ratesthanks to block based experimental designs (e.g. [13, 15,54]).Learnability is not a standard yet when it comes to validating a novel inter-action technique, but it is slowly getting there. Discoverability, on the otherhand, remains largely ignored. At best, the question of interaction discover-ability is hidden in a discussion section and pushed back as a possible fu-ture work. Sometimes, it is claimed that users would eventually figure it out(without backing it up with any reference), and users themselves seem to beoverconfident about the fact that they would eventually figure it out (possiblybecause one cannot be aware of not having discovered something you do notknow the existence of).I believe that the discoverability remains overlooked by the HCI community,while it should be a standard of validation. That being said, conducting discov-erability studies is more difficult that it may seem, and I suspect that morethan one research project actually wanted to run such study but eventuallygave up on it. But this is why this should be a group effort, at the communitylevel, as this is required to better understand what makes an interaction tech-nique more easily discoverable, and design future systems that will betterfoster the discovery of their interaction principles. Otherwise, we will remainin an elitist and survivalist model where mastering a system requires search-ing and accessing online resources, or being helped by your social network,thus creating some sort of social interaction determinism when it comes tointeracting with computing systems.
5.1.4 On the difficulty of conducting long term studies
Possibly the main limitation of the work I present in this manuscript might bethat it is backed up almost exclusively by results of laboratory studies. Unfor-tunately, I did not manage to run a long term study that would evaluate oneof the proposed interaction technique, or evaluate the long term efficiency ofrecognition ready command selection interfaces. Truth is that I have tried onfew occasions.Typically, the HotkeySkillometer presented in section 2.3 had, from the be-ginning, been implemented as a working background application running un-der macOS. It combined the use of global action listeners to be notified whena command from the menubar is selected by the user, which happens whenthe command is selected thanks to its keyboard shortcut or by clicking the
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menu item in the menubar, with the macOS accessibility API to try to detectwhen the user clicks on another GUI element, typically a toolbar button. Theproblem was that the vast majority of software, including Apple native ones,implement their own GUI components that made the HotkeySkillometer failto detect clicks on some toolbar buttons or other GUI components in manyoccasions, thus missing many command activations. Moreover, even whenmanaging to detect these commandactivations, theseGUI components rarelyencapsulate the corresponding keyboard shortcut, when existing. Sometimesit can be accessed via the accessibility API because it displays the shortcut inits tooltip, but it is rarely the case anymore. Therefore, in order to displaythe command in the HotkeySkillometer, it is still necessary to find a way totie a toolbar button to its corresponding menu item in order to retrieve itskeyboard shortcuts. The laboratory study conducted to evaluate the benefitsof the HotkeySkillometer was run over Apple Keynote, for which I manuallycoded all these connections for the commands we asked participants to use.But this would have been extremely long to do for all commands of the ap-plication, and virtually impossible for several applications. I still deployed aSkillometer on some users computers to try to gather some feedback aboutit in real use, but it was rapidly confirmed that it was pointless without sup-porting toolbar buttons.I also made few attempts to implement the ExposeHK interface presentedin section 3.2, so it could be studied on long term. The main one was donein 2015 in collaboration with Jonathan Aceituno who had been a PhD studentat Inria in Lille. The idea was to integrate ExposeHK for toolbars directly inmacOS application by injecting code at runtime using method swizzling (sim-ilar to what Scotty [44] and Fscript [90] do). While making good progress,Jonathan’s implementation was regularly impacted by macOS updates, thatwere getting more andmore frequent, and required to systematically updatethe code. We gave up after several of these updates. I must confess that wemay have not tried enough, but continuing this effort was simply too difficultwithout manpower (and money) dedicated to it.
5.1.5 GUI programming and OS APIs should consider how the user interact withthe interface
As just described above, as much as I would love to run long term studies, im-plementing novel interaction techniques to be able to run such studies oftenrequire accessing information that systems were simply not designed to pro-vide. I suspect thatmost of the academicHCI researchers have faced the same
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problem. Nowadays, implementing interaction techniques like ExposeHK orSkillometers systematically require hacks and heuristics to infer some aspectsof system design and users’ intentions. Ideally, future OS and GUI APIs will fa-cilitate the implementation of such techniques, so we can evaluate them onthe long run.Reflecting on this question is one of the objective of the Loki research groupI currently belong to. Thibault Raffaillac and Stephane Huot have reflectedon what researchers need when implementing novel interaction techniques[103], and we have also started to think how GUIs and their APIs could rely ondifferent paradigms [26,102] Notably, we recently published a simple demon-stration at the AFIHM French HCI conference IHM 2023 where we present Sig-nifidgets [26], a reflection on how programming APIs could (and should?) al-low programmers to add different possible user inputs to a component, thatwould modify its behavior and appearance to signify and react to them, butalso be able to introspect to know which inputs it supports.
5.2 PERSPECTIVE AND FUTURE WORK

5.2.1 Continue to work on recognition ready interfaces
The work presented in this manuscript was advocating for User Interfacesthat show users what they can do with the system, either to require less recallor make it easier to discover interaction possibilities.While I will probably explore less the context of the intermodal transition,I plan to continue to explore how interfaces can visually convey interaction.First, I plan to conduct additional studies where an interface instantly pops-upon demand when users want to interact, and test whether users are actuallybothered by this or if they manage to rapidly bypass it. Indeed, it is frequentto design interfaces where the UI fades-in as a way to avoid a big visual pop-up, but is the pop-up in itself really a problem? Second, I also plan to continueto work on interaction with interactive components that are either hidden bydefault, or simply never displayed. As an example, I will investigate how usersapprehend Swhidgets [98] and other GUI components hidden by default, andin particular try to better understand how they build a mental model of aninterface that has off-screen components, and if this mental model can trans-late and facilitate the discovery of such off-screen components in anotherinterface.All in all, I believe that interaction possibilities must be shown to the user,that APIs should facilitate the implementation of GUIs that show these inter-
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action possibilities, and that we should evaluate how much an interface canshow to the users before it negatively impacts usability.
5.2.2 Studying how we communicate about interaction
Overall, my research interests lie in the core of interaction and how interac-tion is “communicated” at diverse levels.First, communicated from the user to the system. Over my young career, Ihave worked on various input techniques, some detailed in this manuscript[HDR2,HDR3,HDR5,HDR10,HDR13] but others not [6, 12, 54, 81], that facilitatehow users can specify their intention to the system.Then, communicated from the system to the user. In the sections 3.3 and4.1, I have presented work that specifically investigated how GUIs could com-municate interaction possibilities differently to the user. While researchershave vastly explored data visualization and overall how information could bepresented to users, less work has been targeted at interaction possibilities.Finally, communicated between users. I currently supervise the PhDof RaphaëlPerraud who investigates how software tutorials could be adaptable to spe-cific platforms, user interfaces and user preferences. I also plan to designand evaluate interfaces that can be used by users to share computing skillsbetween them, both at a small-scale and community of practice level.The framework above, that encompass what an interaction technique is,how we can implement them, and how it can be communicated, has alwaysbeen the core of HCI research as well as encompassed my research.
5.2.3 Studying interaction for visual communication
Finally, in a very egocentric fashion, I have always been interested in how we,HCI researchers and more generally scientists, visually communicate aboutour work. In that respect, I recently co-supervised two PhD students on re-lated topics. First, I co-supervised the PhD of Axel Antoine on knowledge andtools to produce illustrative figures about interaction. Notably, Axel did elab-orate a taxonomy of visual strategies used to communicate interaction onstatic supports [8] and designed Esquisse [7], a software tool that combines3D staging with a non-photerealistic rendering algorithm to produce vectorbased trace figures. Then, I co-supervised the PhD of Damien Masson onmaking scientific documents polymorphic, so readers can change their formto offer more adapted, dynamic and interactive representations of informa-tion to accommodate readers skills and needs. Damien notably applied this
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concept to data visualization [82,86], statistics [83], and developed a methodto integrate interactive figures within any static document [84, 85]. I remainstrongly interested in this research area, and plan notably to expand my re-search to scientific and pedagogical presentation supports (such as keynotesor MOOCs) and work on knowledge and software tools to help their author-ing, re-utilization, and while giving the presentation.
5.3 FINAL WORDS

Research in HCI is in my humble opinion a unique job that offers the opportu-nity to work on the two things that drive me themost: technology and people.The HCI research domain is fantastic on that aspect, as I have the impres-sion that we can literally investigate any research question wewant, and fromthe perspective we want. Attending once the flagship conference ACM CHI isenough to realize the broad spectrum of contributions that the HCI commu-nity has to offer every year. And while I have been mostly contributing to theinteraction techniques and systems sub-communities, I love that as an HCI re-searcher, I have the feeling that I could decide to strive my research on moredesign or methodological aspects.Finally, I have met countless interesting and benevolent people in this com-munity, which resulted in various collaborations, even long distance ones,that have always been positive and enriching. I hope that when I collaboratewith other researchers or supervise students, I manage to share at least afraction of the excitement and motivation these collaborations are giving me.Research is sharing.
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